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homes tin- tie-

vagrants, the married man’s retreat, and tin-

bachelor’s lireside.
They are kept in all sortsov ways, sonn on
tiie European plan, and many ov them on no
plan at all.
A good landlord is like a good step-mother, he knows hiz hizziness and means to do
his duty.
He knows how to rub his hands with joy
when a. traveler draws
nigh, he knows how
to smile, lie knows
your wife’s father when
lie waz living, and
your wife’s first husband,
but lie don’t speak about him.
Jle kan tell whether it will rain to-morrow
or not; lie hears
your complaints with a tear
in his eye, he blows up the servants at vin e
suggestion, and stands around reddy with a
shirt collar on as stiff as broken china.
A man may be a good Supream Court
Judge, and at the same time be a miserable
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an acorn
by a cotton thread so as nearly
bmeJi tlx* Water iii a glass vessel, (a hyacinth
is
perhaps the best,' set upon the window or
c.iaiitle, and let it remain there for eight or ten
or le-s, without
vv;
being interfered with.
JU"!-(‘Vr '1*1 •"
"UDp’y the evaporation of the water, and
■T acorn will burst, and as it
throws a root down
1,1 °
water, a sprout or stem will he sent upward, throwing out beautiful little green leaves:
ihu* gmng you an oak tree, in
full lit,- and health
within your parlor.
J here are
many ol the mosses which can be verv
-liecessnilly grown in the liou-e through the wihi. uci with the
loregoing atford an interesting
l!
ivimf,d enjoyment for the feminines of a family.
yv|- d pleasure t,, all who have a taste for the
1 to witnes.-. We trust t.; see a
■;;a1111fii
greater in"i iti*,n cm tlie
part of tlie ladies to introduce into
:,'!i "(,,ls,is du- most
agreeable addition to their
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Lay half-a-dozen cracktoeover
diem. In a few minutes they will be swollen to
dm •• or l'uir times their original size. A'ow
grate
loaf sugar and a little nutmeg over them, and
dip
■>n enough -weet cream to make a nice
sauce, and
>mi will have a simple and delicious dessert that
will re.-t lightly on tic stomaeb, and it is
easily
prepared. leave out the cream, and it is a valuable
recipe for "sick room cookery."
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llorsKs. Experiments
-lew that )>:iint <»r surfaces exposed to the sun,
wiii be much more durable if applied in autumn or
-princ. than if put on in hot weather. In cool
wentlcr, it dries slowly, forms a hard glossy coat,
lough like gla-s. while it applied in warm weather,
the oil -trike- into tlie wood,
leaving the paint so
dry that it is rapidly beaten off bv rains.
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Sitting on Kggs.
We put the eggs safely
in our coat-tail pocket, and walked cautiously. It recalled a piece of disreputable care-

lessness on our father’s pari, who once sat
down on a dozen eggs, and went tip as if
every egg was a bomb, and every bomb in

explosion.

But

then

he

was a

From the Providence Journal.
in my trunk.
Here, take a little of
THE MOON
this.”
A_DEAD STAR.
And she took from a closet shelf a small
The Maine .Journal of Education has transtlask. and pouring a portion of its contents
gold,
lated
an article from the Cosmos, in which
When tlr' air seems with sunshine and happiness
into a glass, anxiously presented it to my
Stanislas
Meunier gives some curious specurife,
lips. In the emotion which almost rendered lations with
You think you ean never grow weary and old.
regard to the present physical
me faint, I took the glass and drained it off
The path lies'before—the ascent is hut slight,
condition of the moon.
without
And the soft springy turf with fresh dewdrops is
ceremony.
llis theory is, and he has the support of
“Do you feel better, dearest ?” tenderly inpearled,
eminent astronomers like Beer, Moodier and
When vour spirits are bright and vour footstep is
fair
her
hand
quired my
companion, passing
Arago, that the moon is a dead star. He landlord.
light.
caressingly over my forehead, and bending draws
rt's a very nice way is the way ot the world!
his inference from a singular appearMost everybody thinks he kan keep a hotel
her face alarmingly near niv own.
“If so,
the surface, which is called (and they kan), hut this aekounts for the
ance upon
When surrounded by friends, you stride gaily
we had better hasten without further delay,
the physicists. These grooves! great number of hotels that air kept < n t laalong.
or we may be discovered, and our plans of “grooves’" by
And eacii weaves for the other green garlands of
have parallel sides nearly' a mile in width, same principle that a Justiss ov the Peace
defeated.”
happiness
bays;
and from ten to one hundred and twenty-five otliss iz kept in a country during a six .lav’s
At this interesting moment, and before 1
While you lighten the journey with laughter and
miles in length. There are already ninety of jury trial for killing sumboddy’s yello dorg
had
from
which
I
to
rise
the
trunk
time
song,
upon
and it is supposed that more are in
A hotel wont keep itself and keep the landrwill lie sunshine, you think, to the end of your
had unconsciously sank in my momentary ilhem,
from lord too, and ever ktire a traveler from tlaof formation.
process
Reasoning
days.
weakness, a door opposite by which 1 had
ly.
if steeper the path grows as still it ascends,
we must believe that at some time habit of profane
swearing.
“Trunks?” exclaimed I, as the sergeant entered hurst suddenly open. There stood analogy,
What prospects of bliss are before you unfurled.
in the distant past the moon had an atmosI httv had tills experiment tried on me
Mrs. Tremorne holding a lamp in her hand,
While the storm still impends,you're left by there paused.
and water, and also on account of her several times, ami it alwus makes me sw-e-ir
“Yes. Don’t you see? The agent’s a sly and relieved against a background of half a phere
you friends,
inferior size, she has cooled much more wuss.
it's a very smooth way is the way of the world.
one, no doubt, and had the kegs smuggled to dozen other faces, among which I only saw
than the earth. The water peneIt is too often the kase that landlords g-.
the Moor in trunks, like any ordinary bag- the laughing one of Miss Montague, and quickly
But. ah. when the tempest o’ertukes you at last.
trating the crust lias been absorbed as the into the hizziness ov hash as ministers go inWhen clouds and thick darkness the prospect enand
that
of
Mr.
black
Tremorne,
threatening decrease of internal heat increased the thick- to the professhttn, with the very best o\ nagage.”
fold
as a thunder cloud.
“()h, ah ! to bo sure ! Very cute that!”
ness of the crust, until long before the cool- tives, but the
When you wrestle in vain with the force of the
poorest kind ov prospects.
And we both laughed.
“Villain!” cried the latter, stepping forblast.
I don’t know of any hizziness more llatlcring process had reached the center, the water
“You think, then, sergeant, that all will ward and seizing me by the throat. “Vil- had
Till it leaves you exhausted, and naked, and cold,
disappeared. The rocks then solidifying stini than the tavern hizziness; there don't
When the path vou were climbing is shattered and lie right?” 1 enquired.
lain ! what do vou here in my sister’s chamas the heat supply diminished, contrasted in seem to lie
cleft.
anything to do but to stand in
sure.
She understood the business ber ?"
“Dog
a manner resembling the appearance >fl asalt front ov the
And sharp splintered crags all around you lie
register with a pen behind tinat once, and though she looked nervous and
to my
herself
forward
Cassandra
threw
hurled;
and produced the grooves into which the at- ear and see that guests enter the house, ti. >
When your friends have ah left, when of lortune excited, like all womankind, when there’s rescue.
settled. Hence comes the chaotic yank a bell-rope six or seven times, ami tlmn
“It was I mosphere
“Let him go'” she shrieked.
} ou're roll.
anything to be done, she’ll know how to act,
appearenro of the moon with its immenoe tell John to sho the gentleman ‘o :.7c ,. J
It's a very hard way is the way of the world!
on’t.”
!”
here
who
him
depend
brought
Some then take four dollars and tillv cents a \
mountains, volcanoes, and craters.
At precisely live minutes of ten, aecording“You ! and you dare tell me this?”
astronomers have deteoted an appearenee of morning from the poor devil av a trni-ln
i ly, I, at the head of my little party of six
“Only to—to take away the trunk. We action in some of the volcanoes; bit the and let him went.
A SAD MISTAKE.
He is my promised husmen, was approaching the house at the Moor. are going away.
This seems to be tin whole t am! it i tfgeneral opinion is. that every vistago of
Several years ago, when 1 was a rather I'lie night was still and clear, a new moon band !" she screamed desperately.
life has long since departed from w hole thing) in most eases.
recruit of two-and-twenty, just com- i illumining the scene, and scarcely a leaf stirraw
“Your husband—that hoy. Your grand- physical
You w-ill diskover the following de-kt-ip
the surface of our satellite.
mencing the cultivation of a promising mous- j ring as we walked briskly up the winding son, you mean !”
These theories are all very well when ap- shun a mild one, ov about 1 hotels out -I I
tache, 1 found myself stationed near Donegal, ! avenue.
“lirute!”
plied to our distant neighbor, the moon but between the Atlantiek and Paeili.-k < Mum
“tool: anil hi your lime oi me wnen you
County Kerry, Ireland, in the capacity of
Lights shone from various windows of the
we cannot shut our eyes to the startling fact akt-ist tiie 1 nited States in a straight li aLieutenant of Revenue. My special business mansion, for the Tremornes kept late hours, ! ought to know better, lint that t am sure
Your room is Id foot 0 im-ln-s. I>v :>
that the earth is undergoing a similar process
[
was that of ferreting out illicit distilleries, and the sound of a piano, and occasional
would
you must have led the boy into this
of transformation. Geologists trace a close inches, parallelogrtwnly.
I
and seizing upon all contraband liquor.
shadows llitting across the curtains, told me choke him where he stands, and-”
It being court week (cs usual ) all tieresemblance between the circles in the moon
I
He was cut short by a sudden and strong
generally had my hands full. These seizures that they had visitors.
and the circles of granite and porphyry ipon | rooms are employed by the lawyers m l
I resolved, therelore, to wait awhile, until
throat.
his
own
generally taking place amid the lonely hills
grasp upon
the earth.
have also discovered evi- Judges.
of Kerry, where the distilleries were carried these had left; anil accordingly bidding the
"You would oppose his majesty’s officers dences of aThey
\ 1 Hire room is on the iittennu-! lloor.
fine stratalieation among the
?”
on in secret caves and hidden morasses, by a men remain amid the shrubbery, I advanced in the
would
of
their
duty,
you
performance
The carpet is ingrain —ingraineil with tie
lunar mountains, while the volcanic forma!
!
arrest
set of hardy and desperate Irishmen, always a short distance, keeping in the shadow of a cried
seize
him
“Here
men
Floyd.
tions bear ;i discernable analogy to those of dust, kerosene ile and ink-~pots of four gn
him! He’s assailed his majesty’s revenue offi- TeneriiVe and
ready io oppose the police, were not unat- mountain laurel, and stood reconnoitering.
erashuus
I'alma.
tended with danger, but there was one adHardly had 1 occupied my station five cers while obeying orders!”
There i,. two pegs in the room to hitch
to the new theory, th billowing
According
of
a
more
venture which betel me
The men in obedience to the first word
peaceable minutes when a tall, thin figure, dressed in
is the process slowly taking plane on the coats into; one ov them broke opli at I tinnature than the rest, which at the time affect- black, stole out of a side door, and came rap- shouted from the window, now rushed for
earth’s surface ; for she,like her surboruinate, other pullcil out olid missing.
ed me more unpleasantly than any amount idly and noiselessly toward me.
the house.
Some of the assembled party is
1 iie burn lies three legs and one brick
gradually cooling, it is estimated that
while
and
of skirmishing or lighting would have done.
still
stood
others
shrieked,
fled,
••is—is it you ?” asked a trembling voice,
The glass to the Intro swings on two pivotone-liftieth of the original ocean has been
rushed
the
It so happened that, among the anonymous which 1
attracted
others
noise,
by
again,
recognized as that of Miss Tremorne.
already absorbed, and that when the crust ot which have lost their grip
“informing1' letters that one morning came to
‘•Lieutenant ('barney,” answered I, ad- upon the scene.
There is one towel on the rack, thin, lmt
the earth lias become one hundred miles in
Mr.
mean?”
does
all
this
hand, was one, giving information of two
•What
gasped
l'he rain water in the pitcher dim out
thickness every drop of water will disappear. wet.
vancing a little into the light.
relaxed
the
casks of spirits, smuggled from the hills on
grasp It is also estimated that the earth could
sergeant’s
She clasped her hands upon my arms, and Tremorne, when
ov the well.
easily
Mr.
of
order
Tremone,
the night previous, by
enabled him to speak.
The soap iz az tull'to wear az a whet--ten
absorb iifty oceans like those which now
| 1 saw that she was trembling,
••It means that we have come here to make
agent of Lord-, who was the great land- j “I—1 watched for you,” she faltered. “I
The soap iz scented with cinnamon iie. u
cover a large portion of the surface.
but of two
ed proprietor of this part of this part of Ker- —1 am so nervous—so
a seizure—not of your sister,
All
the
water at present on the earth con- negated with spots.
frightened.”
j
of contrabad spirits smuggled into the
ry : and which casks were now securely reTliare iz three chairs, cane .singers. ..lie I
stitutes one twenty-four thousandth part of
“My dear Miss Tremorne,” said 1. sympa- casks
posing in that gentleman’s cellar. Accom- thizingly, “don’t agitate yourself. There is house last night.”
ils weight, and once absorbed would be- a rocker, and all three iz busted.
suthe
order
from
note
an
the
was
turned
Mr.
Tremorne
I no cause for alarm if—if you have made the
panying
pale.
I here iz a match box,
The
come insensible to chemical analysis
empty.
“How do you know ?” He faltered.
perintendent of revenue, commanding the j necessary arrangements.”
There iz. no kurtin to the window, and
water being absorbed the earth will crack
and
immediate seizure of the liquor in question
is
the
hero
“Hood authority,
warrant,”
she whispered, leaning rather
tliare
don't
want
similar
to
he
and
form
••Yes,”
like
the
moon,
any; vu kant >ee o',
grooves,
j open
Now it so happened that I was greatly in“All i- ready; hut, oh, he read it aloud.
me.
into which the atmosphere will settle. Long and who kail see in !J
heavily
upon
Tremorne
debted to Mr.
“You did not, then, Lieutenant Charney,”
(an English gentle- ! this is so sudden, so unexpected—how can 1
The bell rope iz cum opli about. -i\ in. h.
before this era all life will have ceased.
said Mrs. Tremorne, addressing me, “you
man) and his family, for vaiious kind and j help my fear overcoming me ?”
there
is any truth in the theory this side ov the ceiling.
Whether
did not intend an elopement with Cassan- or
llattcring attentions received since my arrivThe bed iz a modem slat bottom, with i ...
not, we have no immediate cause of alarm,
“Yes,” said I, soothingly, “1 know; but dra ?”
al at Donegal.
Many a sumptuous dinner believe
for the proeess will not advance enough to mattresses, one cotton, and one hu-k. ai d
be
as delicately as
all
shall
done
me,
had I partaken of at his board, and often had |
I
assure you 1 never
dear
madume,
“My
the slightest record in the short span of both harder and almnt az thick a/, a -.-i hi
1 been invited to a pleasant dance at his j possible, so as not to wound the feelings ot had such an idea. 1 merely wishing to save give
a single life time
According to the experi- kit.
I yourself and family.”
Miss
his
when
to
Miss
fremorne
niece.
Montague,
house,
pretty
A it enter the bed side
“Hut it will be so public. Hy to-morrow your feelings requested or rather hinted to ments of llisehof it will lake nine millions
ways and kai ;
now !'
was
be
there—as
to
have flic spirits removed,
happened
staying
of ye ns lor the earth I > coo] down fifteen | every slat atone, az easy az vou e..ul 1 la
of it, and what
the case, in truth 1 had been more impress- ail the country will know
her that I would call to-night on a special
This loss is aim et imperceptible, mbs of a grid-iri >n
?”
ed bv the bright eyes of Clara Montague than will people say
errand.—and she it seems most, unfortunate- degrees.
d. he bed iz inbabite. 1.
a- the inter ml heat adds only the thirtieth of'
no one will blame you.
that
“Trust
me,
there
1 had courage to allow, especially as
! a degree to the temperature ol the surface.
ly misunderstood my meaning.”
You sleep some but roil ovci a good d
that
that
did
will
;
your
say
right
you
was a spire of mischief about her which They
“1 see!” said Mrs. Tremorne scornfully;
l'or breakfast you have a gong, and ili\
If tin process is true ol the earth and the
led you—
made me rather shy ot tier, and generally, affections had
"and served her right.”
' moon, the same cause must produce the same eotl'ee too kold to melt butter; fried pot at
Here she pressed so closely to me, and
therefore, sheltered my youthful huchfuln. ss
Here Miss Cassandra fell down in a v iolent etVeets in tie- other
limnl
hard, that I felt a little
planets old satellites of which resemble the chips that a two inch auunder the wing of Miss Cassandra Treinone, squeezed m\
of screaming and kicking.
lit
the system.
Keen the great sun himself ger makes in its journey through an oat.
and paused in my speech.
sister of my host, whom I found always ex- embarrassed,
"tie has
“The wretch !” she shrieked,
Bread spiled, beefsteak about az tliii
I must be subjected to the laws u liirh rule his
“I presume,” 1 continued, after a pause,
To her, some
ruined my good name ! lie. will have to- -to
tremely kind and gracious.
a
blister plaster, and az tough az a hound'
twelve years ray senior, I felt no timidity in “that the company will not remain very —marry me—or expose the family to dis- i subordinates. Therefore the time must come
! ill the distant ages of the hereafter when sun. ear.
to
a
which
attentions
long?”
those
little
breach
of—”
him
for—for
I
will
sue
offering
Table covered with plates, a few -eared t
and moon, losing every \estige o
••Not long, and therefore must we hasten grace!
“Take her away,” cried the master of the planets
younger damsel would have appeared more
will have absorbed e\ cry drop of water death pickles cii one ov them, and ii tly ei
before 1 am missed, 1 had to he very artful,
heat,
church
her
to
as
fair
inamorahouse to the servants; and my
pointed—such accompanying
i in their thickened crusts, and will have im- dnrsed crackers on tile other.
and pretend to have a headache, by way of
or promenading the piazza hy moonlight.
ta was borne kicking and sobbing from the
A pewterinktum castor with three Intli
the
this
absence
from
prisoned every particle of atmosphere in
company
senti|
excusing
my
was
that
she
True 1 had observed
very
in it, one without any pepper in it. otn wit!
!
solar
now
their
lissurcs.
The
a playful, tender stage.
die
with
added,
huge
system,
evening.”
mental, and that of late she frequently sighed,
What need to explain further ? My read- I
grandly beautiful, will then he but an a- out any mustard, anil one with two im ho
and pressed my arm when leaning upon it, ; smile.
e
ers can easily imagine all that followed
know.
<>!
the
■•And
somblagc of dead worlds, without a. rav of drowned Hies, and sum vinegar in it
the—goods—you
and the last time I had seen her she quoted
shame
and
mortificacept my inexpressible
Servant gal, with hoops on. hangs nr.'im
light, without a Wale of heat, without a
was desolate | course they are safe—removed.”
life
remarked
that
and
a
of
resent
with
not
poetry,
tion,
spice
unmingled
of water, without a breath of air lb>at- >u earnestly, and wants i<> know it' vu earn
1 had no one that 1 could
“Why, mi.
drop
without some one to love. These signs and
mischievous
the
on
ment
delight
witnessing
another cun nv eotl'ee.
tokens ot sensibility I had in my own mind trust, and somehow they seemed to suspect of Miss Montague, who scarcely even at- iug ioimd iu the immensity of spa, .., bound
\u say “No mom. I thank
the ! iw < gnu italioii in the emyu,' snip:referred to some early disappointment in something—at least Clara did—she’s so pry- j tempted to restrain it on the stern remon- together by
back yure chair.
brace of death.
so—”
and
more
of
ing,
or
sad
recollections
other
The last words I heard
love,
past
strance of her uncle.
du
haven't eat eimtf to pay for p. km
It is not a plea-in.; speculation, it ii
a
in consterna“Not removed 1” exclaimed
youthful days; and I had not thought it tion. “Good heavens! whatI, can wo do, as I lelt the house were :
loin
yure teeth.
amiss to express my sympathy hy a gentle
“Oh dear, was ever anything so rich? pliih isuphiea
I am az sell consented az it will do lor man
with those things still here? It. will spoil
pressure in return.
Positively as good as a play to see him sitto lie and not crack
open, lmt I never \ei
Such was mv position in regard to the Tre- all.”
as pale as a lily, and
on
a
trunk
there
•1 concluded you would bring some one ting
The tnaekereling season if lsfn i- fast consulted that i could keep a hotel; 1 li.nl
morne family; and the reader can now unhis
around
neck.'
her
arms
with
trembling,
rather be a
than to tie sum tml
derstand my embarrassment upon finding this with you to help, and the trunks are now in
This nights adventure cured me of my love drawing to a close, and 11v the middle of lords 1 havehighwayman
\ isited with.
own room, if you could only get them
the
licet
will
all
have
arrived
my
November
me.
thrust
bay
business
Miss
whom
upon
—as I presume it did
Cassandra,
disagreeable
Tliare are hotels that are a j >v upon caith.
our being seen,
IIow could I go upon such a business to the out. There is no danger of
I never saw again. She went to reside with home and the business closed up for the year. where a man
no one is in that part of the house, and
for
pays lnz bill az eh'eet fully az Inlicet
have
done
shore
for
lie
The
enterso
I
had
been
house where
nothing
hospitably
a sister in England during the remainder of
did the
who married him, wliare ei
IIow could 1 wound, and as it we can enter hy a private door.”
tertained?
past fortnight, and many of the vessels have han't ti in jparson
my slay at Donegal.
the landlord unless yu hunt in tin
abandoned the business and hauled up. The
There was no help for it, and directing the
were, insult the feeling of the family by ackitchen; wliare servants glide ai Mind Id
A farmer living in mackerel have struck otf much earlier tins
A Fit an k Concession.
cusing its head, (himself a magistrate and a sergeant to accompany me, in order to assist
angels ov mercy ; wliare the beds lit a mn .'
sworn foe to the smugglers), ot violating the in
removing the trunks, 1 followed Miss Oxford county, Maine, wont down to a town season than in former years, consequently hack like the
feathers on a g..<>~. a id ivh
laws which it was his duty to enforce ? Mrs. Cassandra to a side entrance, and cautiously not a thousand miles from Portsmouth, for the hopes which were entertained of a. good the vittles
taste az tit" yure wit'.' or \u
Tremorno in especial, a proud, sensitive, and along a dark passage to a door, before which the purpose of purchasing a yoke of oxen, as catch in October, to wind up the year's w uk mother
had tried them
been dissipated.
Still the
nervous woman, would particularly feel the she paused an instant.
he had been informed that there was a lot of successfully, have
These kind ov hop Is ought tew iie l.eili
lias
been
of
season
much
the
catch
be
almost
it
larger
would
is
so—so strange,” she said, coyly,
to
“It
besides
of
the
which,
outrage;
wealthy
very tine stock for sale by one
wheels and travel around the maatrv lie
probably double; and most are
impossible to keep the matter a secret from admit—one of the other sex into my own land owners of the place. Arriving in the than that of last,
just az phull m real comfort az a tiiaui
a
have
done
fair
fleet
work,
ot
the
of
the
year’s
tlie public, in which case
reputation
best farming district of the Cumberland counapartment.”
,u
giving
pudding, but alas' they are
t
lias
been
lost
in
the
business.
schooner
>nc
1
“Hut circumstances,”
Mr. Treinorne would be ruined, and lie
observed, almost ty town, our friend met a man driving an ox
az. double
yoked eggs.
I In' !i:iy licet as :i general thing have dune plenty
as bashfully, “will excuse, will justify—”
might even risk lii.s magisterial office.
team, of whom he enquired—
the restrictions placed upon the
“Did
“Hush!” said she, in a low whisper
In this dilemma 1 summoned my sergeant
“Can you inform me where Mr. Wall rather slim,
lisheries in those waters greatly embarrasslives ?”
l'loyd, and to him freely explained the affair you hear nothing?”
A CURIOUS ACCIDENT
The number of vessels
“No. Let us hasten, or it will lie too
“There s a numuer oi wans live around ing tlie business.
knowing lie was to lie trusted.
lias been much less than that of tile
was
his
late.”
wish
to
tind
?”
did
reemployed
comment,
one
‘•Very unpleasant,”
here. Which
you
We can say, alter reading this lit I !■ -a
and most of them have made
when he heard me through; “and I can see
Mu' soiuy opened me uoor. ano i stepped turned the
stranger, who was a stout built, previous year, A
few good tares have been that truth is not nearly as strange as li ti
Imt one trip.
the
moon
hut one way out of it.”
the
room,
into
faintly lighted by
man, habited in homespun, but
keen-eyed
I confess that I can see shining through three large windows.
“Hut one way!
Sure bearin'1' in his general appearance unmistak- brought in, but the licet as a whole will not A young man, a ineelianie |>y trade, pis- ,|
the evening in Brooklyn, shout six ue,
none.”
enough, there was a large-sized trunk stand- able tokens of ease and comfort, so far as average more than one hundred and seventyThe quality of the mackerel ago, and was returning to New York on u
live barrels.
“Why you might tip linn the wink—give ing near the door, ready strapped, labelled, finances were concerned.
has not been quite as good as those caught terry boat at twelv 1; ninety-nine out ol oxen
him a hint that you may have to visit the and presenting a very business appearance.
“I don’t know what his Christian name is,”
this shore, anil the latter have been must one hundred persons always rush direct lx
oft’
lie’ll
“Is this all!’’ I asked.
Moor this evening at ten o’clock.
“but
he
is
the
owner
of
our
friend;
pursued
hut within the past week the. bay through a boat to the end nearest their drsii
1
in
can myself car-"
a
demand,
which
know what to do—hey ?”
valise,
oxen.”
“Except
some very fine
in price, and the market is nation, but tliis young man remained on tie
advanced
have
But
after
the
inall,
the
all
suppose,
“Capital!
“Well,” responded
ry.”
stranger, “they
it touched the dock, when le
former may lie mistaken, and there are no
“A valise?”
daily improving, i'lie -eiziire of four vessels after part till
own pretty fair oxen.”
in the business, am! the loss ot one passed tht nigh the ladies’ sitting-room, and
“Yes; containing a few light articles.”
spirits there? He’d never forgive my suspii ‘But the one I wish to find lias oxen forsale.’ engaged
observed on a seat a lady's satchel and uni
a serious
on her voyage thither, has hern
cion and officiousness.”
“Oh, bottles, I presume.”
“As for that sir, 1 guess they’d any of ’em
Every one was hastening oil' Hr
drawback to this branch of the lisheries, and brella.
“Then try his wife, instead !”
She looked a little surprised, but made no sell if they could get their price.”
far lrom profitable to many of boat; there \yere but three or lour ladies m
“Mrs. Trernorne! She’d faint at the first answer, except to say ;
“But,” exclaimed the Oxford county man, it will prove
To sum up. the the whole party, so the young man seized
word.”
“lie quick with the trunk, or we may be “the Mr. Wall I wish to find is quite the linns engaged in it.
season ot 1S7<• will prove moder- the satchel and umbrella and hurried alb
“The niece, then ?”
maekereling
interrupted, and—”
wealthy.”
remunerative, ami on the whole a little the receding passengers. Holding both ai
“Miss Montague! good gracious!
I—
“Hush !”
“Yes; well, I reckon there aint any on ately
on that of last year,
she”—
[(llouci's- tides aloft, he hurriedly questioned sr.ci il
I ’em
the
other
with
It was T who now uttered the warning.
a
improvement
bad
off," replied
very
tcr Advertiser.
people. To none of those belonged tlm
“You mean in that ease you’d do the faint- fancied—it might have been only a fancy— nod
property he had taken possession of.
?
But
excuse
a
■
and
come,
sound—somethin
like
a
continued
our
me,
I
heslieutenant,
that
had
—r
friend,
ing
“Mv Mr. Wall,”
caught
After waiting about the terry-house sour
if you object to the young lady, the old one suppressed giggle, at no great distance from
“has been represented to me as
since
itatingly,
a
or
two
the
We republished
day
time, he took the captured articles home t It
will do—Miss Cassandra, I think she is us.
and
not scrueloseiisted
a
man,
very
nee
Miss
being
beautiful poem ivy Mrs Wakefield,
course he expected that they would he speed
called.”
But, as 1 would have turned to summon pulously honest in all his transactions.”
Priest, recently deceased—entitled “Over ily adveitised. for the satehel, which u
Yes, upon consideration, 1 thought this the the sergeant to aid me in the removal of the
With'a curious twinkle of the eye, and a the River.”
No one can ever read this touch- locked, and the umbrella, were well worth
best plan. Miss Trernorne was good-natur- trunk. Miss Cassandra again laid her clasped
gentle pat upon the paunch of his near ox,
even if it is re-read weekly, some reward
But day after day passed im
ed—less nervous than her sister-in-law, and hands upon my arm, and leaned against my he said—“To tell you the truth, sir, I guess ing production,
without feeling something of the depth of advertisement appeared—and he procured a
more capable of acting rationally than her shoulder.
I
all
and
set
close-fisted
around,
a
they’re
tender affection in which it is so sweetly lilted. key and opened the little bag, which contain
“Oh. dear!” sighed she, “I feel so dread- never heard that honesty run in the family, 'Pile writer was a
girlish niece. She would know how to arfactory girl, and it is an ed >' 1,000 in government bonds (unregistei
and
the
this
serin
else
?”
step.”
accordingly,
range matters;
taking
isn’t there something
fully.
fact that the lines were originally ed), a portemotmaie holding * loo in currencx
interesting
to
do
was
not
vex
“Dear madame, pray
instantly dispatched
geant
waylay
yourself
“Yes,” replied the searcher for oxen, des- written on an old
piece ot brown paper dur- a splendid gold watch and chain, a broken
Miss Cassandra in her regular evening walk about it. All will be well I trust."
“they say he has been caught in ing an hour’s nooning at the mill in which
perately,
ring, a gold thimble, a locket containing an
as
and
and
the
in the park,
sacrifice which the act ot robbing his brother’s chicken
“If you could appreciate
privately
delicately
site worked, in Mass., and then thrown aside elderly man’s portrait, a slip of paper, and
as possible to give the required “hint”— I am now making!”
coop!”
and forgotten until a year later, it was acci- in a female hand written these words
"1
“Sacrifice!”
The stranger bowed, and smiled.
nothing coarse, nothing plainly stated, but
dently resurrected by the authoress in a have waited and waited, you do not come,
the merest shadowing forth of the business
“For the sake of one I love, it is none, cer“I guess Tin the man; come with me and search for
something else. It then occurred and 1 have ceased to hope. E. 1*.” I'pon a
in hand.
I’ll show you as fine a stock of cattle as you to her that it
tainly.”
might lie worth printing, and marginal piece ot some foreign newspaper
not.”
In :m hour the sergeant returned. lie had
if
and
know
the
what
“Certainly
can find in
State;
you
site accordingly lorwarded it to the Spring- xvas the' name of a hotel in New York that
boon successful in his mission, which he thus
“You will remember,” said she, tenderly, oxen are, there’s no danger of being cheatThe young man consulted
field Republican, where it first appeared, in does not exist.
related to me:
“you will remember iu our future years, all ed.”
Journal.
1877.
and he went daily to the
[Lewiston
headquarters,
August,
police
in
the
himself
as
he
this
that I have
Concealing
night undergone for your
shrubbery
Morgue lor some teiiiale to come ashore, but
Fatai. Aceti»EXT at Waldoisoko. Satursaw the lady approaching he stepped forth sake.”
now nearly two months have gone bv and no
when she was within a few paces of him, and
“For my sake ?”
day morning, a sad and most terriIt is onA sehoolmarm in one of the neighboring trace of the owner has been found.
“For yours only, whom you know 1 love ble accident oecured in Waldoboro on the
removing his cap, bowed profoundly, by way
Knox and Lincoln railroad. In making a towns has just completed a touching poetical ly by one of three suppositions this mysteriof assurance that nothing disrespectful was most on earth!”
It commences ous satchel can be accounted for.
Either
She had started back upon first
intended.
“Good gracious. Miss Tremornc—I—I” dirt excavation the bank caved in, burying refrain on “blarsted hopes.”
murder, suicide or sudden insanity has over
of
was tints:
Condon
a
and
terrible
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men.
for
four
him.
A
doubt,
horrible
Elijah
Friendship,
Hashed
evidently
prepared
suspicion
seeing
Int(i tlie iiu/iun nf the llniirs
taken the unfortunate owner. In the mean
about a ton and
a scream.
upon me. I withdrew a little front her em- crushed bv a rock weighing
Tim sou looks from almvi' :
time the custodian of the unexpected fortune
a
but
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lived
he
face
that
said
the
a
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so
with
faltered—
“Madame,”
pale
sergeant, hastily, brace, and
Al:is, no oini looks into mint*.
is half out of his xvits xv it h the embarrass
I wilt for luiinim Inv."
“pray do not be alarmed. I am the bearer
“May I ask what—what is contained Zenas Condon, his brother, had his hack
ment that besets his position.
of a message to you from Lieutenant Char- whether the whiskey is contained in this broken and will probably die. James White
ot Nova Scotia, had his thigh broken; James
trunk ?”
noy.”
Mrs. Dorothy Trisseled, of Indianapolis,
“Oh, indeed! from Lieutenant Charney?”
A gentleman of Barbour county, Ala., xvho
“Whiskey!” she exclaimed, starting back. Donovan, Irish, had a leg and arm badly
“Yes nta’am, the—spirits which—”
fractured; the latter requiring amputation had :i portion of Inn* skull blow n away, a lew has a
“Yes, madame. He requested me to see
prejudice against the ordinary mode ol
“Oh, I understand; your feelings have near the shoulder joint. Both the Condons days ago, by accidently striking her foot
you as privately as possible, and say to you
ordered a marble eollin for his re
that he will call at the Moor at ten o’clock overcome you, as myself. You need some are married men with families. White and against, the trigger of a gnu -In* was looking burial, has
loaded.
w aunmarried.
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that
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underof
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never
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stimulant,
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hopes
you
carry

THE WAY

FARMING.

Miiiny beautiful botanical experiments
be coinin' it.i in tin- Imusc during winter,
'vba-li arc no! embraced generally in tin* liM ol
ilowers and vines in our parlors and windows.
flow many of the fair readers of 11k*
Telegraph
haw thr* beautiful vine of the sweet
potato running
o\er their mantle-shelfy
Tins pretty sight can bo
* iij.-\vd
by placing a sweet, potato in a tumbler or
oilier gla.-s \esse], tilled with water,
pas-ing a pin
through the tuber so as to keep the lower end from
,ll“‘ “i' iwo inches from tin* bottom
of tlie vessel.
lv'p on the mantle-shelf, in a warm room, and
< '-ei v
day gi\ e it sun for an hour or two, and in a
i'-\\ days root
lings will begin to appear, aiming for
ihe bottom ot till* vessel, and in two or three week*
the e\c will begin to shoot and
rapidly grow and
run upon
suspended twine or any little trellis-work
pit-pared h»r if. I’hed/o.svorer/ IkiIhiIu^ is tlie pret,;,l‘ this purp .-e, when it can be
obtained.
J he “Morning (*loi \v can be
propagated in par“r \\ mdows when* there
is some miii, to perfection
during winter; it Ilowers with its natural colors,
and the delicate little \ ino can be
made to run over
tlie window.
A hanging \a.-e U the oreiticst for
u •1 i•'

1

i!
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'll-
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BEGAN

I commenced learning to clear new laud and to
cultivate the ^oil in the wilderness of Sandy river
in Maine, seventy-ciglit years ago, and served an
apprenticeship of eight years without fee or reward.
I then, in 1*00, began on my own account in the
woods on the Plymouth Patent, (now Industry.) in
the county of Franklin. Me., felled the trees on
eight acres and burned the cut down. On the 10th
of April, 1*01,1 commenced burning off the logs
and cleared up three acres by hand in three weeks,
sowed two bushels of wheat on two acres and one
bushel of rvc on one acre. Having no funds to begin with i procured seed on credit; hired a yok< of
oxen and harrowed the three acres as well as I
could in one day and then grubbed with a hoe round
the stumps two days and thus covered the seeds not
covered with the harrow. The wheat ami rye grew
finely and the two bushels of wheat yielded fortytwo; the bushels of rye, over thirty bushels of excellent quality, t picked up tlie limbs on tlie remaining five acres, on which 1 planted corn and
raised 12* bushels of sound corn for market.
When 1 could leave mv work, on my new land.
I worked at having and other work for hire; made
shoes in the fall, and taught school in tlie winter;
paid for hoard am! some for clothing, husbanded my
recotuves as well as 1 could to raise money to pay
for land and at the end of the year found myseft
worth .*2i)n.
I continued to clear up about four
acres a year till I had cleared fifty acres, planted an
orchard and erected suitable farm buildings and
fences,
I was at Hallowell the greater part of tlie timoin
!*11.1, (i and 7, on wages. In tlie fall of 1S07 1 married and settled on my farm; was prosperous never
failed to raise a good crop from what I sowed or
planted, and at the expiration of eleven years 1 had
gained by my labor on an average clour £200 per
ear.
Flint i-. lev farm buildings and assets were
-'timated at *2(loo. tin avails ol my new farm and
earned.
In 1*12 t was called to an official
wages
'tat ion ; loot ed to the shire I own of I he
county anil
was
constantly employed in places of trust and profit many years, and did not give up doing business
entirely until iiu years „f age. [W. A. of Norridge"eel,, in Maine Farmer.
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notoriously

absent-minded man. His very example was
our safety.
And yet, we dwelt with some
inward mirth, as we walked to the house,
on the ludicrous figure which our father cut.
Dinner was spread as we canto in. Some
question came up which diverted our thought
from the discovery of the nest—indeed, we
forgot that we had eggs about us, and drew
to the table and sat down with alacrity which
was only equaled by the spring with which
we got up.
"Gracious!” “Why. what is
the matter?”
“Matter enough.” “Are you
Do let —” T drew
sick ?
my hand from my
pocket, streaming with liquid chicken, never
to be born, and the
disgusting secret was
That woman was a saint. My pockets
out.
were
duly cleansed, without one cutting
1 can imagine the process, but, 1
word.
never like to dwell upon it.
Would you believe il, (lie same thing happened in a few
w.. again ? It did, and to the very same
person. But never since, no—never !" From
that day to this wo do not remember ever to
have taken an egg from a nest.
1.
When I see a man who allows himself
to be pulled up and Mattered, 1 know that his
time will oomo when he will sit down on his
(MI’O’S,

"g. When i see men who are robbing right
and left, and Tilling theirpockets with unlawful wealth which other men earned, I say,
"You will sit on those eggs.
:l.
When over-cunning men think that
they can outwit all their fellows, and are exuding at the success which their shrewdness
has achieved, I say to myself, “Fill your
pockets! By and by you will sit down on
those eggs.” [Beecher.

OF_THE

WORLD.

When at morning you start on the journey of life.
With your heart full of hope and your pocket of

stand Ids business, and so arrange as that
nothing unpleasant shall occur."
Well, she turned all sorts of colors, and
looked furtively around, as fearing some one
might lie In sight or hearing—a sure proof
that she knew already about the spirits.
“Good gracious,” said she, coloring, “I
Iliad not expected this so soon. Will not to! morrow do as well ?”
i “I fear not, madatue. The lieutenant is
j anxious to have it concluded as soon as pos( siole, and has already engaged for this evening, if you can be ready in time. You can, 1
suppose, ma’am, find some one to remove
the—the—the Ihintj.»•, ma’am, without the
knowledge of the family?’’
“The trunks, you mean ?” says she. looking relieved, and clasping her hands nervous-

things

■
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FRANCE.
Details of the Recent Riot in

Paris.
Tours. Nov. 4.

.;>.•* ing report* of the recent riots at Paris
i.
!
noon on
public
l-t tilt.,
io. the
of
assembled
d
r Hotel de Yillc, much agitated by n

iiere to-day:—About
groups’ people

n

l

that the Government had agreed to an
Tin' crowd pressed so that they forced
■l""r- of the Hotel de Ville, and about
'i- cn.b-avored to enter the hall where the
t the government hold their sessions.
w
I
prevented by the Gariles Mobile in the
Ybont l o'clock large numbers of the
• ■uai'd. unarmed, crowded into the
place,
iah.-ady filled to excess with a surging
; I- "I'lc.
Yt this time Hochefort arrived in
arraige. and vainly endeavored to address
l'b. latter refused to listen, shouting
l
i t'
.'Yin l ommune." and “No armistice."
Fix* hu then came forward and addressed the
Hi reviewed vvliat was beiim done to
ti- impregnable, and expressed his devour- Republic and the people.
He was not
I he people shouted eontiuaily aud de!11
limi-sal from the present Government
lmouii ensued. Auvergne, an aid of Trochu.
In .,vvn i w u. and his soldiers with great diffi■a
pidrcw him from the hands ofthe mob.
kept pressing into the Hotel de Ville,
lb iicfurt vainly trying, in the meanheard. Detachments of unarmed Nai: tixl-.
having banners inscribed “Vive
■
"Resistance till death” and “No Arkepi crowding the place. Suddenly a
*i v\ a- heard, when many of the crowd
:-i scd. spreading the alarm through the
• iovernment had tired ou the
people,
vv
made known that the person who
pisi-.l had been arrested and the people
u
Flic advocates of the commune,
rii possession ofthe Hotel de Ville. and
.I at once to hold elections. They
1
tin* from the windows to the people
they were all different, which showed
ain► accord among the voters.
Victor
I ii\ I'vat. l.edru Uolliu and Deleschusee
.m
tin-pi rsnns named as Directors. At
k n thi
veiling Flourens appeared ou
1
heading a battalion of the National
R -lli-wilc.
At S o'clock it was understood
I
ini would leave tlie Hotel de Ville.
A11 j
ailei aids mid place Vendome this creat-j
.I
i)tliu-ia-m and there were then ununi-11 >utof ''Down with the Commune.”
M,
n to beat on all sides and the National
:
n
bed iq a in the Hotel de Ville to estabTlicv soon surrounded it and the riot.iciH-d in -hoot Favre, Simon and Pages
had in their power. They were warnnot io commit such a crime.
At this
bn appeared on horseback at the head of
Mid't the most enthusiastic acclamations,
iit once gave up tliu members ofthe
and received the plaudits of the
\u tli. journals here praise the conduct
He.
nnl
I
express the conviction that he will
suppress future troubles in Paris, as
.ill'll.
receive an immense vote ofsanePuri'iaii* at the election which has been !
!• vd
i.
The clcrtiiiiis oil the question of tnuitiui iii Hie power of the Goverment of the Nation1, ii.
resulted in an overwhelming majority in
tic •■ovi'i'iimeiit. The National Guard
I ii
battalions to tlie )iolls and deposited
They were all "Yes.”
.nor

0

—
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^RAILROADS

AS THEY ARE, AND AS THEY
MAY BE.

Although the
hound by every

Maine Central Railroad is
consideration that should in-

moving vigor-

in\ersation with Couut Bisii tie
d and 4th.
The following is the
;
tie* interview: Thiers at the first interli'iwed Bismarck his authorization from the
\-rmnent t<» arrange an armistice on
!.»jio-i*d bv Granville. Bismarck rei 'in i: was all very well as far as it
went;
'it In*rizat ion of the Tours
government
Thiers
that
Gambetta
ary.
replied
"!Ii agues would not disavow the agreen\ tin* Baris
i*i cl
government and supported
l'ii and the army ot Baris.
He undertook
i"
"mmunii ate with Tours and obtain a
hi! authorization in addition to the informal
id\ received.
Bismarck insisted on
-it> ut'••'invoking the Assembly to speak
iv in the name of the
i,
country. He
willin- to suspend active hostilities
:•«■"
l'ii! until all had been arranged
"
Dil l have full course.
\l

l<my

1 11 r

■

KC’nND

INTERVIEW.

in the matter of

section of the line to
Rockland, and that portion may lie considered as good as built, as (he aid of the town

ously

a

authorized by the charter is abundant, and
will be voted. The town of Stockton has
just voted $80,000 toward the twelve mile
section between

Sandy Point and Belfast,
and the aid of Searsport and private subscriptions are abundant to secure its completion.
The Wintcrport and Bangor road, by good
management, and the stimulus of a through
It lias eonte
shore line to Bath, can be bull!.
very near receiving the aid of Bangor, when
the prospect was much less encouraging than

wI the point of the Tours govern- now.
.• 11 li"i'i/at ion
and discussed the conditions
This would leave the sections between
a
:»i in: ti
lb* proposed that Baris should
Camden and Belfast, and between Sandy
ix -daily
inn- hundred days’ rations on the preal' "i rations
and that the belligerents Point and
Winterport, say 20 miles, to be
il l pi 'cccd with their material preparations,
i
ni in- were to continue to occupy all the
provided for. It will be immensely for the
"v n >w held i»v them: to cease
making forc- interest of the Knox and Lincoln Road, now
Mii» i
n- and were to t»e allowed to bring all
in
rial, etc., without interruption. Thiers so far advanced, to turn upon its track the
tie--, points and asked, “Alsace and travel and traffic of the
region that this road
! Mi.t ni rmittod to send deputies to the AsAnd not only may it secure
B.i-niaivk replied in the negative; but will traverse.
n ili intimated that he might consent.
the local
but also the tremendous

business,

Y ersaim.es, Nov. (I.
advantage of competing at Bangor for the
Id w i-ion .1 government lias finally rejected
business brought by the European and North
.!
'! agr-vil upon by Thiers and Bismarck,
>'i..*'li
We do
i.-vi.msly they had signified their ap- American and Piscataquis roads.
l lii-r- received orders from Baris to notinot
the
fact
that
the
overlook
and
European
i
in ii k that his conditions could not be
aeI old ’• t -turn to the Capital immediately.
Central Roads contemplate a lease or con»!•
m
the, rupture is believed to be the
solidation—but it will be borne in mind that
i-1■ 11•
<iT Bismarck in insisting on guarantees
..ii ot territory.
tic
The war goes on.
the Legislature last winter refused its sanclie I : i :tn ambassador at London says the
tion to a scheme which embraced this very
will ontimi*- all winter.
measure.
What the Central road could not
London, Nov. (»
>

-.

from a special correspondent of the
Berlin to-day says the negotiations for
were broken off by Thiers under in".nlV.mi Baris. The reason has not yet
in
i< public. Thiers is to leave for head•piaiTcrs.
Bod n-i'i.
now in London, said
yesterday that if
;i• g >t iatimihail succeeded tho French would
v
niii. li
better terms than through Thiers.
Bismarck would now refuse to allow
! '-\i-:nailing of Baris.
Gladstone was present
the "ii-u.tation and seems greatly surprised and
■;i-appointc... He had been told by the French
I .iub:i--y tint the Baris government had asked peril --n t"
bring food and fuel into Baris and to viclual other li--ieged towns. Bismarck refused to
lil'iw th- iv. i» Dialling of other towns, or fuel to lie
*-Toluhi ml" Baris, nor was he disposed to agree to
tli- iv\ i-Uiu linir of Baris.
It is possible that negolatum- arc valid up to this point.
Granville now
■ <tini:ii«**> that
the English will propose an arinisbut suggests no conditions.
A

|

mi-

■

LoND js, Nov. 5.
A l.
-r.iiii dated
Versailles, 4th lust, receive 1
Hi.
inonimv,
oulinus the result of the election at
I '.t* i~ mi ih.' question of its confidence in the Pro-ioiial government.
If -i urn- from the whole eitv are as follows: Yea,
171.non sit I Nootl.OOO.
No disturbance has oecurI.
rite result is eousidet'ed to make an armistice
certain.
lliiers had a long eonversation with
• omit ISi-murrk on the lid iflid 4th.
The following
i- Hi.
reznlt ot the interviews. Thiers at the first
i.
view showed Bismarck his authorization from
Paris government to arrange an armistice on
the Oasis proposed hy Granville. Bismarck replied
that it w a all very well as far as it went, hut aun .u i/ation from the Tours government was also
ueessary.
Thi-rs -aid Ganihettaand liiscolleagues would not
disavow anv agreement made hy the Paris governmenl and supported by Trochu and the army of
Paris, lie undertook at once to communicate with
Tours and obtain a formal authorization in addition to the informal powers already received.
Bismarck insisted on the necessity of the Assembly to speak with authority in the name of the
lie said he was willing to suspend active
otintrv.
hostilities for this purpose, but until all had been
arranged, siege operations would have full course.
At the second interview Bismarck gave up the
points of the Tours government authorization. He
proposed that Paris should receive daily one days
rations on the scale of present rations, and the lieli•.'erents to proceed on their material preparations,
rite Germans to continue to occupy the whole terriinryimw held by them, to cease’to make forced
requisitions, and to he allowed to bring forward all
their -tores and war material without
interruption.
Thiers agreed to these points and asked, “will
'll-:.and Lorraine he permitted to send Deputies
to tile Assembly.”
Hi nv.trck replied in the
negative, but at length
intimated that he might consent.
\\ hat
happened at the final interview is not
Hi- reported that, Thiers and Bismarck
known.
igned the agreement which was sent to Paris to
r< .-eivo satisfaction.
Your correspondent writing from Garibaldi's
headquarters at Hole, the noth, saysOn my way
hither i saw Mazini at Leghorn. He was as resolute as ever, lint had grown verv white and worn,
tic could not hear to speak ot Rome. He said,
"I am rejoiced that Italians otter their service and
live- for republican principles in France. Could
they have thought so they might have saved Italy
and helped France more efficiently. An Italian
republic was possible three months ago. Garibaldi
could have done it with me if he dared, or without
me if ho did not choose to work with me when
I
was in prison,
should France triumph, Garibaldi
w ill be remembered.
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in such

greeted

or our
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corporation
stipulations

road,

purpose
if not in substance, somethat should “fall far below the require-

find in

seeming

tions to pursue any particular route above the
line of the Central road, but can lend the aid
ot our charter in any direction there. Our

published testimony of “a competent gentleman of large experience in the
construction and operating of railroads” to
this fact. Judge Rice, in his annual report
to the stockholders of the Portland and Ken-

nebec Railroad, in

January, 1809,

says—

From Bath a new line of road extending east has
lteen put under contract to Rockland, and is now
beinfr rapidly prepared for the iron. This line,
which will at an early day he extended through the
flourishing commercial cities and towns along our
coast to Bangor, will constitute a great thoroughfare through our State, bringing into close proximity the great timber and lumber producing region
of the east, through Bangor, and the principal ship
building and lumber consuming territory of our
State. At Belfast this shore line will intersect the
Belfast and Moosehead Rake Railroad, which is
destined, when thus connected, to bring from the
interior large quantities of freight, and much travel
tagiich now finds its outlet east and west over the
■nine Central road, and which will make Belfast,
with its land and water communications thus comone of the great business centres of the

gleted,
tate.

in

with its

specifications, a part of the contract
leasing road. But Col. Wildes,
chief engineer, is authorized to change the
specifications whenever in his judgment it
may be done without prejudice to the charwith the

acter of tlie work

as a

first class road.

The

whole scope and spirit of the agreement was
and is that we should build a road fully up
to the standard of the first class roads of the
State. This lias been done, and more too.
There are some matters kindred to this,
and concerning the rejection of the lease
made with the Kennebec and Portland Road
and the making of a new one with the corporation that is treating us in this cavalier

style,

to

which allusion may he made herepublic will remember how strong-

after. 'flic

a

while—

It will lit; seen by our Court Record, that Mr.
Emery, the out-going County Attorney, has duly
called upon the various persons under conviction to
appear and receive sentence, and in default*)!' their
It will
appearance, lias bail their Rail defaulted.
lie the duty of Mr. Spotl'ord, the new Attorney, to
collect
the
forfeited
both
for
the'benhail,
promptly
elit of the county, and also to discourage future forfeitures.

there

are plenty of indictments hanging over
Democrats that will court the same favor
from Mr. Spotl'ord? llro. Sawyer, if.you
have anything more to say in regard to

Mr. Spollbrd’s duties, we will ventilate the
proceedings of the radicals in prosecutions of
*
the liquor law in Hancock County.
Let Me Be. The next popular air to lie
sung, whistled and hummed by every body
bears the above title. It is by the author of
Shoo Fly, and will have the same unbounded

popularity.

The New York Herald says of

it—
San Francisco Minstrels. The attraction at
this popular place of amusement is a New Song,
written by the author ot “Shoo Fly,” entitled “Let
me Be.” 'It is pretty much of the same order as its
predecessor, only of a much better style of music;
and if we can judge from its reception last evening
at this house, it bids fair to become as popular as
the famous “Shoo, Fly.” [N. Y. Herald, October

The managers of the Maine Central can 11,1870.
question this witness as much as they Commander John Madigau, of Damariscotta, a
please, but we hope they will not attempt to naval officer of excellent record, died on the 29th at
Chelsea Hospital. He was a brother of Hon. J.
impeach his testimony.
Thus it will be seen that though Belfast C- Madigan, of Houlton.
cross

may

have

some

very

sharp points played

It is reported that Postmaster General Cresswell
the Cabinet, and that John W.
his place.
Material must tie

upon her, she still has in her hands trumps is next to go out of
enough to make a very respectable show in Forney is to take

We shall have what belongs pretty scarce.
“peacefully if we can,-forcibly if we Capt. Leonard P. Merrill, of Bath, died of yellow
must.”
fever at New Orleans, Nov. loth.

the little game.
to us,

one

say that no singer, since the days of Jenny
Lind, has ever received so popular an ovaIt
has

might
so

be said with

equal

truth that

well deserved it.

hurried, and whirled away

to her

at the Revere

perhaps

These

are

apartments
the most

elegant and sumptuous to be found in the
city, and consist of a magnificent suite of
rooms directly over the parlor of the Revere.
They were first used by Jenny Lind, and
since that time by the Prince of Wales, Presidents of the United States, and many other
Soon after nine

distinguished individuals.
o’clock
men,

some

three hundred of her countryGilmore's band, and

accompanied by

carriages filled with young ladies bearing
noquets, tenuereu tier a serenade aim reception ; to witness which, a dense mass of

humanity

had

previously

assembled

in

Bowdoin square. Previous to the serenade,
M’lle Nilsson had descended to the parlors,

cipiity to compel such performance, dom secs
In it were represented the wealth,
or run the road and sue for the
deficiency in fashion, culture, rctinement, and intellect of
ilh the man of learnBoston.
Side by side
receipts at the end of the lirst quarter.
The contract for a lease is conditioned that
sat
the gay belle of
and
fame,
literary
ing
(he road shall be a first class one, and makes fashion. Here some man renowned in the
the contract with Willson, Tennant & Co., councils of the Nation, there some
Pill

Hro. Sawyer, can 0. A. Spotl'ord put back
road, already completed to the heart of the on the docket parties that he has nol prossed,
region traversed by line of the Central Road, that voted lor him last September, by conwould by a close alliance with the shore line, tract? Would it not have been well for Mr.
become an important feeder to the latter. Emery not to have set such an example, as
We have the

no

elegant, and seemed lit adornments
purity and beauty of the fair song-

.._
GENERALITIES.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

was

CUTTING J., PRESIDING.

stress.

Whittier, llie poet,declines to he the pr,,hii,i,
Inhabitants of Jackson vs. Inhabitants of China. This candidate for (.ongrex in the sixt!i"M isvll-i,,,
At the close of this arier from Handel she
was an action to recover for
furnished by the district.
was greeted with tho heartiest of
applause, Pin’s, to one Richard P, Evans,supplies
a pauper. Thu issue was
1 lie t'hiuese laiin to hare discovered
and on returning was presented with an
,\,,,
in what town Evans had his pauper settlement. Seven
as early ns the leiilh
century, and to leu
elegant basket, and huge pryaiuid of exq uisite cities claimed the honor of being the birth place of it iietiire Instead of after l dutulnis, Thv
exotics.
The pyramid was placed upon a llomer. More than that number of towns disclaimed a storm-tossed junk wa-carried toOic/.,,,
Paeilie trade-winds.
the honor of being liable for the support of Evans. In
table where it remained during the
evening. a suit between Palermo and Islesboro, tried in tills
1 lie Widow Wood's—ao, lie1 Widow'-,
\\
The other selections rendered by the Swed- Court at a former term, the jury decided that Islesboro
Society—in Portland, supplied Tiki needy p ,
ish Nightingale during the concert were a was the place of the pauper's settlement. At the trial with fuel the past
year.
of this case, delegations were present from llrooks,
rondo from “Lucia” and the cavatina “Fers
Barge .(. A. Holland, loaded with hnuhci
Islesboro, Monroe and Palermo, and we dont know how
toweiI into Provineetown, H'riday
’c lui Traviata.” This latter piece won for
morning
many other towns,ready to prove that the pauper belong- all lost
except one man. who was la.hr I t
her, her most decided triumphs. It was in ed to any other town except their own. The jury seem pump, dead with his eyes picked out
this that the depth, breadth, compass, power to have been somewhat muddled at first,and brought in
A palace cattle ear, for the comfort of trat
a verdict that the Inhabitants ot Islesboro must
pay the
and wonderful execution of her voice was
bills, but upon its being suggested that Islesboro was stock, is the latest invention.
most felt.
Bright, tender, limpid, it rippled not a party to this suit, returned to their room and John Jarvis, carpenter of the ship Levant
in a verdict for PlfTs. for $11:1.7', Mcl.ellan lor in the Paeilie in Istll, has rotue home to Vui,
forth upon the hushed air. Brilliant,
daring, brought
Va., alter nine year.’ Uohinson ( rlisoein
Pills. J. Greely and Nickerson for Hefts.
certain it rose to the high registers. True,
Daniel E. Pitcher vs. Jacob D. Tucker: Prudence C. desert Island.
(ture, oven, it swept with remarkable ease to Pitcher * ah, vs. Jacob D. Tucker; Charlotte C. Pitcher
Mrs. Burnsieatl. ot Siait'ord Springs, t
the lowest chest tones. Magically sweet, vs. Jacob D. Tucker. These were suits brought by looked calmly on. while her liushaud drank
clear and harmonious, it strikes upon the ear Daniel L. Pitcher, his wife and minor daughter .against of laudanum and make Ills xit from the w
tlie Delt. for
from a collision witli Next
clay she mentioned the fact.
like the gush of a bird, venting its joy on a Deft’s team damages resulting
while driving on the track at the Fair
A Macon amendment hacked
up agaiust tin
bright June morning; soothes the wearied Ground in this eity, at the Fair in the fall ol 18tW. The mal
cage in the circus, atnl
dexterous sum,,
brain with its whisperings of heaven and im- three suits depending upon the same facts, were sub- the tiger's
relieved
him
of
men
paw
than tin
mitted to the jury at the same time, Mr. Pitcher, with ditional
pouml of llesh, ttml a liltt-ral portion
mortality, and melts the soul with its utter- ins wife and two
small daughters, were driving around nether habiliments.
ances of a divine
inspiration. Not alone in the track on the morning of the last day of the Pair, beA
lady in Bidtleford, who lately fell I,
the rich quality of her voice lias God boun- fore the trottiug commenced, when opposite tin* en- to a young
few thousand dollars, was picket! up i..
trance to the track the PltPs came into collision with
who
married her, took possession ,i t
this
sharper,
wondrous singer, but also
teously gifted
the defendant's team, and were tlirown from their car- wife's
and then departed to distant hm
dowry
with an intellect to understand and a soul to
riage and were all more or less injured. The plaintiils "to regain his health," leaving his wile in a \u
ed
site
state,
having lost liotli name and mom
interpret the mystical meanings of this divine claimed that Tucker’s team was almost directly across
the track at the time, and that the collision was the reA sailin' who was in a small Boat on Lake llm
art.
She is one of those rare exceptions in
sult ot his negligence. The defendant claimed that he at the time of tlie late
earthquake states that
which the Almighty is pleased to foreshadow
waters seemed to hoil, that small lumps ot m
was driving across the track tor the
purpose ol passing were thrown
into the air. and that thoUsaml
the promised land.
into the interior ot the Fair Ground that he
stopped lts|i came t't tht' surface and jumped about a- il
At the conclusion of this Cavatina, M’dlle his team as soon as possible alter seeing Mr. Pitcher’s
ing pursued.
Nilsson was assailed with the most deafening team, and that tin- collision was the result of Pitcher’s
The propeller \ ietoria, under attachment
fast driving and want of
care.
Verdict lor
and prolonged applause. Some so far forget- Defendant. Nickerson tor ordinary
Pills, llarriman and Jewett Portluml, wa. run away with Ity her crew, I A
ting the decorum of the place as to breakout tor Deit, Tliis closed the trial ot civil causes at this the oUlcer with them. She went to New I'm 1
in cheers, lleturning, she sang a sweet term.
A New York court lias just decided that
On Wednesday morning the trial ot criminal cases
simple Swedish air, and again the air was commenced. The first case was, State vs. Richard libellous to call a homeopathic physician a <pta
It a thick ipen ks at him, tin1 Bird
rent with generous and deafening apprecia- Grant, upon an indictment found at tinmay he sh
April I’erni
tion ; again she returned, and this time sung against the defendant, and Wyatt Grant and Albion sight.
I in* health "t t hint Justice
lor stealing the horse ot Oliver D,
hast* is impruviti
Chapman ot
“Old Folks at Home,” which sent the audi- Grant,
Plymouth, in Penobscot Gounty. The case is still on
A convict nauii'il Willis,
i-.tued fm It,
nnpt
ence
almost will with enthusiasm, and trial at the time ot
making this report. Boyle fur state.
stealing, escaped from tile Stale Pi t.mi at Tl,,,t„
thousands of ham's attested their admiration Hubbard tor Delt.
tun on the night of the
I.
as the charming C intatriee,and finally retired.
Kighty-two sheep were smothered i,
Another important feature of the concert FATAL ACCIDENT
TO A BELFAST MAN. few nights sine.* at Islam) Pond. \i. m ni
crowded ear.
was the appearance of Miss Annie Louise
N'ov. 7, Istu.
A man has just been eonvieted in (Miiouf luut
Boston,
Boston
famous
contralto—after
Cary—the
Believing that a few particulars in relation to the in tlie liiM degree lor throw ng a train.*! arthe track.
many years residence in Europe, where she
melancholy demi-e of my lamented brother, John
has won golden honors. Her reception in Walker
A hunliug expedition occurred bed week u
Osborn, at Fort Ripley, Minnesota, on the
her native city was scarcely less enthusiastic ■Jsth of October last, would be ol interest to
I'll.*
many Biddetbrd, followed by a game supper
than that of MM lie Nilsson. Like, that laily of your readers in hi- native city, I herewith give yy ere not cooked.
■

she

was

but

wore

charmingly arrayed
no

ornaments

in white silk,
bunch of

save a

exquisitely arrayed in a dress of dark blue
satin, cut with a lung train, and handsomely geranium blossoms upon her corsage, and a
trimmed with folds and points of blue velvet. spray of the same twined carelessly in her
Seating herself in one of the windows she bright brown curls. Her rich, melodious
listened to the music with a pleased and at- voice at once asserted its power and control
tentive air, and at its conclusion received a over her auditors, and fully realized the excommittee of the Scandinavian Society, who pectations of her friends of former days.
MMUc Nilsson will appear again to-night
bade her welcome to Boston. After them
in Music Hal1, and on Monday and Tuesday
came the young ladies, each of whom presented her with a boquet of flowers, which evenings, and Saturday afternoon of next
she gracefully and graciously accepted. week. Sometime during this month or next
Upon their departure the distinguished song- she is to apoear twice in Oratorio, with the
She will also
stress was conducted to the balcony, and Handel and Haydn Society.
Portland, gentlemen of intelligence and high there bowed her thanks, amidst the
plaudits probably be heard in another series of concharacter. Col. Wildes is a civil engineer of an
I’rrcie.
admiring multitude, and the inspiring certs.
of great experience, Mr. Blake is an eminent strains of music.
LETTER FROM ROCKLAND.
lawyer, and Mr. Corser is a practical railroad
On Friday evening took place her first conCorrespondence ot the Journal.
manager, formerly Superintendent of the cert. at Music Hall, and as might have been
ltoCKI.ANI), Nov. 7, 1 '■70,
Grand Trunk Railroad. That their decision
expected,curiosity was on tiptoe to hear the
The season of Fairs, Levees, etc., are upon us,
will be in favor of the sufficiency of the road, first notes of this wonderful
singer. At an when tin1 people are taxed indirectly to support
we do not permit ourselves to doubt.
If the
early hour every available inch of standing the church above the amount they may annually
Central Road shall still refuse to perform the or
sitting room in this vast auditorium was subscribe. The first of these was held on Tuesday
stipulations ot the contract, we can bring a occupied. Amt such an audience one sel- and Wednesday evenings of the past week by the

by the Central ties very busy for

only release ns from
in respect to the Bay and River
Road, but front another one of much greater
importance. We shall be under no obliga-

“lying jade.”

the

A consolidation of

will not

so

could lack heart, who pours
forth such treasures of song. It is safe to

none

on

rass his successor by the retiring County Atand
torney, lias moved a correspondent in that
River
Bay
Road will give just the route required, and region to make the enquiries which follow.
the former corporation can afford to lend all It this nut is cracked, the kernel will he
found, to he big enough to keep sundry parthe aid in its power.

repudiation

she makes

completion
M'lle Nilsson arrived in Boston, on Thursof the work, is indeed astounding. It is painafternoon at five o’clock, and was met at
day
fully apparent that our case was prejudged— the
by a large and enthusiastic crowd.
depot
that the rigid scrutiny into the structure and
this she was quietly and quickly
Through
material ot the
masked a
to
a manner

the Knox and Lincoln with the

the

wonder

a

Surely

railroad in the State of Maine, under the
tion.
supervision ot eminent engineers—to be

they

people
light fire with lire.

no

conquest. Report speaks her good as
Wo need not say how thoroughly our peobeautiful, and no one who has listened to
ple were surprised by this most unexpected the
thrilling melody of her voice, can doubt
action on the part of those to whom this road
but that for once rumor is not a
easy

this paper urged the ratification of the
get then, it certainly cannot if it continues to ly
first
named lease, and the- prediction which
show hostility to the Belfast road.
The
from
desire will be to clip its wings rather than we then made that trouble would follow
The apprehension the unjustifiable course that was finally taken.
increase their power.
of the public will create an overpowering
A QUESTION^ OR TWO.
sentiment in favor of a rival to the Central
The following paragraph from the Ellsroad, that lias become so arrogant and
worth American, showing a desire to embarThe
will feel that
must

it is

beauty,

it

for tho

tlie Journal.

it

1 am sir yours very resptfully,
(}. M. Pattf.n,
Clerk pro tern.

had been contracted.
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the date on
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
form of receipt now used. For instance, 15 May 68,
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
YYlien
a new payment is made, the date will be immediately

1

l

Correspondence

as

clearly appears that said railroad does not conform mission to her enchantments. She rides upon
to the terms of the contract entered into between the
topmost waves of popular favor. High
this Company and the Belfast and Moosehead Lake
4®“S. M. Pettkngill «& Co., 0 State St., Boston, Railroad Company, dated June 10th, I860, but iu and low are
equally ready to do her homage.
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents most
important particulars falls far below the re- She finds full realization of Ciesar’s famed
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertiseof
said
contract.
Therefore
quirements
ments.
Resolved, That this Company decline to accept saying “Veni, Vidi, Vici.” Coming to us in
«~S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this said railroad under said contract.
the full flush of her triumphs, her youth, and
changed,

fluence its action, to accept and run our road thing
under the contract which it insisted upon (ments.”
The purpose of this rejection is that the
having one year ago last June, and we have
terms of the lease may he revised and a lower
no doubt can be compelled to do so, there
rental assented to. It is a bit of sharp pracare some other considerations that enter into
tice to which corporations, especially railthe question. The Central corporation is by
roads, are addicted, when upon vantage
no means “out of tlie woods” in
to
respect
A compromise will doubtless be
competition. It lias practically consolidated, ground.
but with what concessions on our
proposed,
but it has not wiped out (lie possibility nor
part can now be only conjectured. The rethe probability of a competing route.
Our present lease, which it proposes to solution declining “to accept said road under
said contract,” infers that it would he acceptrepudiate, stipulated that the Moosehead
ed under some other. What that is, we have
shall
no
give
Company
encouragement to a
to learn.
I'lPM I.AVIATION IN PARIS.
competing line, and that the city of Belfast yet
mmiAdvices from Paris were received
Our
most obvious remedy against the
shall lend it no aid. This provision is aimed
ill..on. The members of the governis to be found in the clause of the rontht'C" had issued a proclamation to the people at the Penobscot Bay and River Road, the wrong
Y ou gave us our orders. We have reof which was then and is now being tract providing for arbitration, in case of the
at tli-- perilous post which the resolution of building
difference which lias arisen. The contract
•in i,i September assigned us, aud we shall reurged, and was considered to be fatal to that
with the authority coming from you. We
But it did not discourage the for lease of the road says:
lie great duties "which your confidence itn- enterprise.
“Should any difference arise between the parties
fh
first i- the national defence, which friends of that
undertaking, who have con- to this agreement,
as to whether the party of the
n
b
xcht'ive occupation. We will retinued to push their scheme. Mr. Hichborn, first part [the li. and M. L. It. It.] has complied
-! iii in a I movements bv
a severe execuwith the terms of this agreement, in relation to
1 1is
■!.
la vv
who has had great experience in financial
building the road of the party ol the second part
AN i.\ A I'll ».\ ID TROCHU.
has
never
doubted
that
[the Maine Central] or in relation to running the
the
matters,
project
\ tii-Mial 11iianl in immense numbers had fetrains, these conditions shall be submitted to tile
l "« lm on hi> escape from the rioters and would succeed, even without the aid of BelRailroad Commissioners of the State for the time
il bra\ «*i \' he exhibited at that trying fast.
lie has intimated to us that aid will being, whose decision shall lie final.”
in-in .11 mad- a short speech in reply,
The State Railroad Commissioners are
eonte from certain sources that lie had inI In -aid “the Itepuhlique alone 'an save
!:
w c shall he lost."
Col. A. IV. Wildes, Hon. Samuel A. Blake,
in
and
amount
sufficient
to
make
vestigated,
V
I M i- '■ IM T.UVIKW WITH BISMARCK.
of Bangor, and Hon. Solomon T. Corser, of
his road a success. Camden is
.i

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

After the Committee that visited our city
M’lle Nilsson—Her Arrival in Boston—EnTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1870.
last week, and travelled along the line of the
thusiastic Reception—Her First Concert—
What She Sang, and How She Sings—Her
railroad, had made their report to the full
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNINO.
Dress and Appearance—Other Features of
board of the Maine Central, the action was
—BY—
the Concert.
had
which
is
set forth in the following comWILLIAM II. SIMPSON,
munication :
Boston, Nov. 5, 1870.
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Hath, Nov. 5,1870.
Boston has gone music-mad ; and all about
In
a
Terms.
advance,
$.2.00
Subscription
year;
Axel IIayford, Esq.,
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration ot the year,
the pretty, charming Nilsson. For months
President Belfast and Moosehead Lake R. R. Co.
$3.00.
the
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch ot
shadow of her coming has rested like a
Dear Sir: In accordance with the vote of the
length in column.) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents Directors of the Maine Central R. R. Co., instruct- dream
for eaoh subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square
upon the horizon of their hopes. Toing me so to do, 1 hereby send you the following
charged as a lull one.
day her presence is a realization. This
resolution.
Whereas, From an examination of the Belfast queen of all
Administrators, Executors and Guardians deEurope, this gifted syren of
siring their advertisements published in the Journal, and Moosehead Lake Railroad, by a Committee of
will please so state to the Court.
this board, assisted by an eminent civil Engineer, song, has at last smiled upon a Boston auand other competent gentlemen of great experience dience, and Boston hearts have
signed sub-

■

...

THE ACTION OF THE MAINE CENTRAL.
OUR RAILROAD REJECTED.

It was held in the
llniversalist society of this city
new buikiing recently erected by Mr. John T. lier-

ry for tl carriage depository, otlice etc., which
lie very generously oilers to the several religious

them.
It seems my brother Albert had gone up to the
tort, where my brother was stationed, to v i-.it him,
and while there, about noon, John invited him to a
trial at target-shooting a short distauee from the
fort. They took with them a six-shooter rifle, md
the agreement was that Albert should fire the first
three shots, while John lay behind the target in a

The carpet-hag Mate Librarian, of Mis-i
has been arrested at the install. .* of the Dovcrii
for stealing one Imndivd and tittv volumes »t
reports from th. Slat.- Library, an l shipping th
to his home in < thin

Suhsei ibeys should notify us it the date -mi.
label of the paper, (which indicates the mm*
which t-ay incut ha- he u made
is not one- t

come

V i’hieago man, who undertook t.
go .o....
Lake Superior in a shell, has been picked up
and
yy
ill
make
the balance of th u
Marquette,
a coAin.

up, when the fatal ball struck him on the right side
of the neck, and passed our down his back. Willi
aery that lie was shot, and to run for the fort sur-

It

ber.

this world.

deep hole

or hollow, to witness the shots, and then
in and take his turn. Just as Albert tired hisecond shot, for some unknown reason, John rose

..

No time Inst in celebratimr < 'hristuiu* thi
e.mic- nn Sunday'.

A remarkable phenomenon occurred th
1.
geon, my poor brother sank to the ground. lie which lb** c.irtliuuake was f,*lt about three u.
east
ot Loiidoiivillc, Ohio, ,il a place called Stm,
lingered about an hour, when the brave and gallant
Mill, and on a -mall hillside that has held
spirit that had faced unblenchingly the cannon's been
dry ground. \ stream ol water about tin*
mouth and the rifle’s deadly bullet, left its earthly feet ill diameter gushed out with
great for.
tenement for a better world. .My deceased brother is still to be found there. It seems to be a m.
It
lake.
is
causing great excitement
leaves a wife and two young children. His heart- ground
A New d orker had a spring gun et in hibroken brother accompanied his remains to >t.
1 he burgiai
Paul's, where he was interred under the auspices for th1 benefit of intruder
ot the Odd Fellows, of which order lie was a mem- broke into the place la-l yveek, will rob no m

Sincerely

I’ENOliSt
On

Friday

oT

Hat

your friend,
Tims. 'I'. Os in ut x.

and

Kivu;

Kwikoad

last the town .o' shuck ton

vote.I,

The orchestra in tie* « bines.* theatre, J
Fraiicisci i. sounds like litiv lb m- ml yy a-h (■
falling otl a livc-dorv buildiii." on a bn.!,
w alk.”
" bile
farm. r in Indiana, vy.. pi >u:/hiug
day- u-o,the -round sud l« uh
yvn
m-'
.mi fell
iiu.- Ini !
\ ua
a caw. t.
inma.». d to
U doll
uo- s illi
• hie of the iior>c- was killed

Idl toll, to loan ils credit for eighty thou-aml ; and hi- lw ln. li be
dollars to the above corporal ion.
Flu to wa

,.

individual subscription to the
previously
It is -aid that the -on of Brigham '» ninsocieties to hold their annual fairs ami festivals.
amount of ssid.ooo.
The town ol Scarsport, to marry a lloiiri-liing female semitmt at ii: i
>
The attractions of the lirst evening were singing
with a valuation, we think, twice as large as < ity, all but the principal and teacher of urn
arc excepted, not from
stately by a male quartette, reading by some of our local
any fault ot their ow
a id instrumental music by Prof. Messervy's [that of Stockton, will undoubtedly also vote
because one of them
a married
.f
yyoinan
matron looking back with complacency upon talent,
band. The tables were well spread with to loan its credit for the same per rentage. other a Frenchman.
quadrille
Here some ardent
a long line of ancestry.
An Indiana attorney went quail hunt in
temptin' viands which would cheer the heart of an These amounts, with a smail issue of bond-,
devotee of music; there some no less disepicure and cause one to have a sleepless night, and will sulliee to build the road to Belfast, and killed tf-dd yvortli ot p.>intei do-. He mad. :
dog qilall. though
tinguished follower of the Muses. Add to see visions not of happiness.
we leant that the Directors contemplate that
four ot tlie eyeless lisli ot the Kentucky \|
On Wednesday evening the upper part of the
this the attractivenes of gay toilets, the (lashmoth have have been taken to the /oologi. d <
step.
for
darn
all
who
was
cleared
ing
by
might
building
of
the
flutsilks,
•lens ai Dublin, where they arc thriving tiuelv
ing of jewels, the rustling
wish to partake, and
tering of fans—all seen under the soft, mag- “<)f all that did dance, ’twere a long tale to tell,
Fric, lViin., is lighted by natural -a- obiau
from wells iu that y ieiniiy.
THE NEW YORK SUPERVISORS.
ical shimmer of the gas-lights, and you have Of the dancers and dresses, and who was the belle;
But each was so happy, and all were so fair.
Miss Mattie Adam-, took the pr. .* ofth;■
a faint picture of this scene so rare, brilliant,
That night stole away, and the dawn caught them
The radical supervisors of elections in New apple, a- th< ban.I mu
if tie- «
yyomau
there.’’
and attractive.
“slate F.tir.
The receipts of the two evenings,! am informed, York, appointed under the new reoistiitinii
The concert opened with the always pleas\ Ponton, Iowa, man died tin* iti.
du\ i,
The law, are the most
amounted to about live hundred dollars.
villains
an.I
cutdesperate
It*:1 bit. ititli. toil -1\ yo.il>
ing overture to “William Tell,” and was First Baptist Society is to hold a festival tlie present throats that the
These
can
produce
city
Tie change of m
m th.
M urn* » uti it i
followed by the duet “Sal Campo della week at the same place.
men were appointed to lord it over the pull,,
load f.'w.on KoUvIalt’s mill-- md Pangm ml
The Hotel amt Hark \\ ar is still earned on with
(tloria” sung by Brignoli and Verger. Only
and arrest whom they please, harked n the tlf* Hext-i brain li wn> m ole 11-t w.-d,, aim
those who have listened to the witching notes vigor ju both sides. One morning last week, on
l ie row gaiii’.o «■ ai" are n«»w running there
infamous
business by I i rant’s bayoneta
set
to
was hail
arrival of the Boston boat,
regular
j
of the silver voiced Brignoli can imagine
Monday, \ov. 'isth, lias boon a-sigurd ;
among drivers and hotel men, resulting in blaek Herald produces the following record a- the
how the great tenor sang. Verger was now
wadi, tin? Hallowed murderei.
trial ot 11
eyes and bruises. The timely arrival of Marshal character ol a portion "I these villains,
and]
to a Boston audience, and possibly lacked the Carver (who, let me say, is generally around when
a-tiue <*n Saturday dc.M rowd M id
A tire in
will give the r“st as fast as the records can
enthusiasm and confidence of being among anything is up), prevented a general battle. The
l ie
wharf and se\cinl Imildiii'..1- tie r- ou.
are as lollows
be seat elied.
They
If Tildeii. II »
a to I falls on C.
old friends. He showed however a well- excitement and bustle on our steamboat wharfs on
about
Richard Enright, Supervisor in First Ward,
of any
Itobbin-., Mi.< aw f *i d. and ! I it.it A M id
cultured baritone voice of considerable power the landing of the boats, surpasses that
Eighth District. Arrested for robbery in |xt!:i.
this side of New York. Free rides are otterplace
John Urimes. Supervisor Twelfth District, Fifth
A Pritish balk, tr -in Panam with luinb.
and evenness, and won tor mmsell many ada
geld
ed to persons landing to any of the hotels and to Ward. Arrested in April, lsil;:. for stealing
at Owl’s Ileal, oil liida\.bu: Wa
a- tiol’e
mirers. After them came Ilenry Yieuxtemps any
watch.
place this side of Augusta, provided there is
.Michael Costello, Marshal, Sixth Ward. Rntinty
and taken to Poekland
with his incomparable violin, which he plays any danger of the passenger going in the other
jumper .luring the war.
ldie Portland A ry
report, r found
Harry Rice. Supervisor Thirteenth District,]
upon with such masterly skill, and wonder- hotel man’s coach. As soon as the plunk is out the
Sixtli Wal'd, was connected with the hatliam si reel j little li.'to that had beon aivles-d) di.*p|
ful feeling, as to completely hold you en- weurv traveler is met, grabbed, pulled and twitch- concert saloon murder, and tied to Nebraska to
e.t w
street, and for fear the person addi
and all manner of bipeds, with
chained. His selection on this occasion was ed, by men, boys,
cape punishment,
tlm-b
in
the
it
it,
paper
put
got
in
his
as
hack
to
ears such
“Free
tlie
bowlings
Thomas bane. Supervisor Seventeenth District,
a fantasie from “Faust" introducing all the
o
i!
’l oil
HI
!o o 11
1 »| >, |; • It U:l Kv
Lindsey House!" "l.ynde Hotel, best hotel in sixtli Ward. Formerly keeper of a notorious d.-n
Mi- .iii
reon
at
of
that
and
airs
Five'Points, head-quarters ot thieves and rob- yowl umbrella to-oi-.dif ool eel iki-~
favorite
being
opera,
town!" "You lie!
the Thorndike is better!"
bers.
the \, w \
Tiie Courier dotirnal >av>
called, a romanza of his own composition. "This way sir, this way ma’am!’’—until he finds
John I.ane. Supervisor Twenty-second District,, editors ua
constantly talking aboutthe Hell Ua
stolen
d
rcceh
indtcti
for
was
same
gumIing
will'd,
Each performance was greeted with fresh himself shut into some coach or hack without any
lad them -top talking and
i.Ustno lions,
Has served a term in Sing siii”-.
I'li. ob-tru. tion
won’t keep main >■! them
and prolonged applause, and when the time knowledge of how he got there, or where he will
Edward Foley, Supervisor Sixth District, \mihj
getting through."
he taken. M. W. Farwell, Ksip, who Ward. Arrested last
to
he
likely
year for stealing a ivat.
had arrived for the appearance of the star of
lias been so long agent of the Sanford line, is so
One "t the democratic e.*ngr. *-men in Indio..
Humphrey Ayres. Supervisor Eighteenth D
the evening, expectation and enthusiasm
six years ago t.o r.>1.
a
s\as etc. to.I b\
to
majoritv >»t lour m
much out ot health tbit he is unable to he on the trict. Ninth Ward. Arrested
J .1 IS.
tiing the United States mail.
were wrought to their highest pitch.
wharf at all times, hut when there, hotelmen, hackJohn Dowling, Supervisoi Nineteenth Di-trc i,
ran oil the Ot an t id m,
\ train of platform c.u
There she stood at last—fair, smiling, drivers and free ride hummers have to keep their Ninth Ward. Arrested August -0. isn't, for till»
road on Saturday, killing the conduct o
the
lapping.
modest, self-possessed—bowing to
long- places.
James Fit/.iniinons, Supervisor twentieth Dt-- Jordan, and severely
The new school house in ward seven, at what is
the hivuiaii
injuring
had
asthat
hearts
and
waiting
Ninth Wal'd. Arrested August 1. lxiiS, for
ing eyes
called the Meadows, is completed, and ready tor trict.
at
'Idle a.ad.lent happened
to.,;
engineer.
robbery.
sembled to greet her. They looked. They
occupancy. It was dedicated a few days ago with
John Martin, Supervisor Fifth Disiriet, Twelfth ] station
of
And
thunders
were captivated.
applause, appropriate exercises. We have now two very line Ward. Arrested a few years ago iiuder an Indictm injiin. tern
In the ease of ttie applieation I"1
-i,
restrain Hi»* oily Ot Pangur ir-oii pm\ h
such as greet the announcement of great vic- school buildings in town, and for durability and ment for arson.
Samuel Rich, Supervisor Fourth District, Tide-' elaim of Join- A c,».
Th* liaiigor and IV ,t:
tories, assaulted the walls and ceiling of convenience are equal to any in the state. The teeutli Ward. Served a term of two years at sing I ipii- Kailroad Company, t hiel Jimtio \p,.f
for the Sing for felonious assault.
rendered a decision retiming the application.
Music Hall. The storm at length subsided, now engine house on Spring street, built
John,alias “Buekey,” Met ’abe, Supervisor Eighth
steam lire engine, is about completed. It is a small,
La>t week three mou, of respectable appear no
and the fresh melodious voice broke forth in
District, Fifteenth Ward. Charged with shooting j
pinched up affair, just what might lie expected
mail, with intent to kill, about a year ago.
and fashionably dressed, entered all olliee olt W a
Handel’s, “Angel, Ever Bright and Fair.” from the active brains of our present city council. a William P. Hulk, Supervisor Twentieth
District.
street, engaged the *»ceiipaiits in business till,. ai
Clear, pure, sympathetic, it rose in waves of
Nomen.
Eighth Ward. Served his term in the state Prison
box containing Sinn.on,i o
contrived to steal
two
also
veals
for
in
Massachusetts
of
burglary;
liquid melody, and floated to every listening Nominations hy the Governor. The follow- the New York State Prison.
bond
James McCabe, Supervisor Fourth District,
soul in that vast audience, thrilling them with
u!
It is reported that Chief Justice Chime i- a
ing are among the nominations made by the GovEighth Ward. Now confined in the Tombs under to
its sweetness, power, and beauty. An angel ernor at the late meeting of the Governor and indictment
resign, and that Judgv Carlb r. of the Hi-u
for highway robbery.
William (J. Irving, Supervisor Fourteenth Dis- < ’olumbi will succeed him.
fair and bright she seemed herselt, with her Council:
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
trict, Eighth Ward. Has served a term in Sing
A fox was Parted by the Newbury i-ort ham ?
sweet face, frank blue eyes, and fair blonde
Albion P.
Wellington. Fort Fairfield, Trial Sing Prison for burglary committed in the Eighth Poston, oil the Poston and M tine Kailroad. atu
never
been
and
lias
Ward, and
pardoned.
hair, bound in braids
trailing in tresses Justice.
day morning, and attempted to e- ape by unuiii
Patrick Henry Kily, alias Fred Williams, SuperHANCOCK COUNTY.
over her snowy shoulders.
along the traek. It was in v on. hovsewi. |.*i I,
Ward.
visor
District,
Eighth
Twenty-second
head ut
J. I’. I j.
was caught 'by theeow-. if.Jier, tiiHiram f>. Coombs, Gouldsboro’,
of a house of ill-fame; resort of the lowest
She is tall, slight and very graceful. Her
Keeper
from his body and thrown in front of Hie en-m
Wm. \V. A. lleatli, Tremout,
and vilest characters.
"
next
th
stulion.
to
remained
it
where
M.
Holden.
was
a
rich white silk,
dress on this occasion
Cummings
Patrick Hefterman, Supervisor of the Tenth DisLINCOLN COUNTY.
emslv ill at hi-h >m
Hon. Lot M. Morrill i
trict, Sixtli Ward. Arrested some time since tor
with a long court train, and low-necked, short
J. 1’.
William Hodgdon, Boothhay,
attempted murder.
in Augusta.
A deep flounce, of the
sleeved corsage.
Wald.
Coroner.
Frederick Sterringer, Supervisor Eighth
Alvin Piper, Damariscotta,
Col. Stanley, of Augusta, has presented l
Trial Justice.
Has been arrested several times for keeping disorRufus It. Wright, Westport,
same material, headed with a pulling, swept
daughter. Mi". Id Id Patten of Portland, w ith a re*1
house.
derly
l'ENOBSCOT COUNTY.
d.-n-a* \\ ol t 11 "It
round the bottom of the underskirt. Nearly
J. F. Uaderhop, Supervisor, Tenth Ward. ArJ. P. <).
Michael Schwartz, Bangor,
rested for murder a few years since.
to the top of this flounce descended a long
Ed. Weaver, Marshal in Eighth Ward. Has been
WALDO COUNTY.
l’rolmldy tin* fastest railway travelling on
!
full overskirt, trimmed with folds of tulle
hut a short time out of State Prison, where he ha- record occurred a lew days ago, on tin* lYm,
J. 1’.
Samuel Fletcher, Belmont,
been serving out his sentence.
edged with point lace, and caught up at the
.sylvania railroad, between Kolia and York
Walter Prince (colored,) Marshal Eighth \\ arJ.
sides with long drooping sprays of flowers.
The heavy rock excavation on the Knox Now in Prison awaiting trial tor highway mb- A heavy ear ot inniher got away with tw
men in charge on the down-grade ot eighty
Folds of tulle bordered the corsage and was anil Lincoln Railroad in Woolwich is near
With each succeeding mile
Anilrew Andrews, alias Hans Mails, Marshal.] feet to the mile.
of laying the rails
or
three
times
In
fastened upon the left shoulder with a bunch completed, anil the work
two
Pallet thief; been sentenced
the speed of tin* Hying ear became more lei
has commenced. This cut is probably the State Prison,
limn lit e-kreturned
lias
and
just
of the same flowers. A similar spray was
rilie, and as it passed the tank live miledeepest anil most extensive in Maine, twenty well’s Island.
west of the starting point the velocity u
twined carelessly in her hair, and fastened two thousand yards of solid rock, and thirty
Idu
more than a hundred miles an hour.
with a diamond cluster. Diamonds blazed thousand yatds of earth having been taken
Col. Z. A. Smith, editor of the Somerset Reporter, j tunately, an up-grade arrested the car about
in
now nearly
of
the
road
out.
The
grading
from her ears, hung pendent around her
Maine Central institute, Pitts- six miles west ot Kolia, and the ear w i]
completed, the bridge work is progressing gave a lecture at the the till
throat, and sparkled upon her bosom. Her
inst.; subject—"'1 he switched olf at York just in time to prevent a
rapidly, the rolling stock is nearly ready, field, on the evening of
the
crash with the freight train East, which,
fee’s
and
Surrender
of
arms were encircled by heavy gold bracelets.
be
to
Richmond,
and the road will probably
opened
Capture of
being behind time had not passed that point.
Taken all in all, it was a toilette, as faultless Wiscasset in a few weeks.
Army."
an

••

..

>
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LOCAL ITEMS, 4c.

THE ELECTIONS!

News of the County and City.

dixsmores

_MARRIED.
city, 5th, inst., by Kcv. Dr. Palfrey, Mr. Austin
Danforth, of Belfast, to Mrs. Harriet Sawyer of Castine.
In this city, 6th, by Rev. W. O. Thomas, J. M. Flotch
or, M. D., to Miss Lucinda B. youngest (Laughter of the
late Dr. llolmes, all ol Belmont.
In Liberty,Oct. 16, by Rev. William Beavins Mr. May

City Affairs.
NovcMui-.it rtli, ir,n>.
I’kksi n int. It. Sibley, Administrator,
discontinue Front Street over land of Darby heirs.
K Sibley. For change in West line of same Street.
Daniel J.ane, Jr., and 54 others. To widen Main Street
'i 1
run the same on lint1 from
Haneys store to south
»*r d 1
A, hnowlton's, and thence to K. Sibley &
Samuel A. Blodgett. For damages for land taken
South side of Main Street. KacJi referred to (Join
Hitter on Front Street. Thomas K. Shute and mothers.
* *r City Sexton to remove bodies from
grave yard in
a ard 5, to Grove
Cemetery. Laid on table in Council,
I
Whittier and W. K. Bickford lor permission to
hii’.ld a pier from the Bridge. Leave granted, Belfast
maslight Co., for consent of City to Manufacture Coal
<
n
Leave granted. George Gilmore and 3 others,
t -i
School Agent tor District No.
'.
George Gilmore
jipotnted and sworn.
OtinKi: No. 20, passed. To open James Street lroin
< <lai to
Congress.
IL ii. ok Accounts No.:. Allowed and ordered
l .nd, viz, Contingent
Highways, $SH.77 ;
iinoN's

land Knowlton of Liberty, to Miss Linda N. Wentworth
of East Knox.
In
Point, Stockton, by J. G. Bowen Esq., Mr.
Lincoln Blanchard ol Stockton, to Mrs. Susan Hopkins,
of Wintcrport.
In Rockland. Oct. 26th, by Rev. L. i>. Wardwcll, Mr.
George Corer, and Miss Hattie F. Holland, both of this
city. Also same date, Mr. Wm. Staples, Jr„ and Miss
Mary E. Cole, both of Rockland.
In Thomaston, Oct. 28th, Mr. John Humphrey and
Miss Sarah M. Starling, both of Monhegan.
In Thomaston, Oct. 16th, Mr. George W. Young and
Miss Eraeline Cook, both of Warren.
In Thomaston, Out. 22d: Mr. Atwood Prior, and Miss
Julia A. Speed, both of Thomaston.
lti Rockland, 29th ult., Mr. William Closaon and Miss
Georgia Staples, both ol Rockland.
In Union, Oct. 24th, Mr. N. E. Hoake of Mendocino,
Cal., and Miss Lizzie Hatch of Union.
In Hamilton, Ontario, Oct. 9th, by the Rev. Mr. Hob
den, at the residence of the brides father, Samuel O.
Maddoclcs of Belfast, Maine, and Harriet Ann, fourth
daughter of Mr. Samuel Way.
In Northport, Nov. 6th,
Rev. II. Murphy, Mr.
Alonzo Flanders, and Mrs. Elizabeth A. Jackson, both
ot Northport,

Sweeping;

Democratic

Victories!

>

bools, $273.00, Fire Department. $127.73; l’aupers,

The

*550.00; Total. $2,050.35.

Bayonet

Scheme

a

Failure,

New York Don’t Scare Worth a Cent!

•f

entirely original but its dreadful true.The
nil nad is done, now let it reign ’.Does anyone
<ut

raccoon

DINSMORE’S

_died.

Is the Place to

I?!
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wringer—Twill

dollies
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be

so

handy

Huffman's majority,

i

to

Fur

Ao.ioi
On,331

.Mayor Hall,
Lodwitli,

bur
reader- will
Brow >
doiihtn
l»e pleased in le u n !li u ihi popular humorist w lie* iias. g lined so celebrated a reputation is
-•li to
wiili iis. IP* perforins in I lav ford Hall
He will bc.isn Wednesday evening
NoV. loth
-lsted by better talent than he has ever brought
1

i.Mii.dl.

<

11 a

11.371

j

s~

;

him hete.r.

1 lail's

24.000
major it v
Hodman gums largelv outside the »ity.
l ie- < ongressiona! delegation in New York
will
"land I
Democrat-; toll. Republicans—a gain ol
ii\' Deinoirats. Tin* Democratic majority in tin*

and Brown hiiuselt will introduce Mate is ov
er OO.onO.
programme, that is spoken of by the press
The Democrats gain one < ongressman in MichiMr. e in : one
;ng superior to any ever before ottered.
in Wisconsin ; two certainly and probably
Paxton, his balladist. an exchange sa> >, “i-. a
three in Illinois.
The Democrats have carried
iigei of extraordinary in -tit, possessing a voice of •
"•!> district in Kentucky, except tin* Mb, which
tile
i.i*
Merck,
and
*\v
eel
lies-1'rol.
powe;
in douht.
ai
at musical novelty., will aBo introduce- during
in Delaware the Democrats have elected their
lie; c\ining a Grand Fautasie upon the Guitar a
Duvcrnor and Member of (’ongress.
uuisii ai
medley, performing on the Harmonica,
M VSS AC II ( SK ITS.
and
aimGuitar and
hime Bells, till al the
time,
Boston, Nov. 8.
a ill also appear in his great musical specialty ol
Returns from lfis » ities and towns give Clutiin
s forming on nine* mu deal instruments ai once.
i
Adam> 21.dsn, Phillips 11,8*25. The same
iowns last year gave tlallm 35,411, Adams 20,632,
Chamberlain 77in. Chitlin will have as large a
VV
noticed oil Main street, “last l irst Day,’ a majority as last year, on an increased total vote.
kt-l ami pair oi troupers, with a small boy done Hi" majority last year was O.sOO.
All the Republican Congressmen are re-elected—
p.
in them, perform a te at In fishing, not ex.-riled
Twitched in the 3d district, by about 300 plurality,
the Goose Bond anglers.
Taking advantage ol ami Hooper in the 4th, by over *2000 plurality.
that Scriptural passage whic h allow an o\ to be
B«»ih'branches of the Legislature will he strongly
Republican. Wendell Phillips received less voles
pulled from a wel on the Sabbath, be had inveigl- than
his opponents conceded him.
ed into a snare sonic* unwary doses, when, with
John Dmiici Adams b elected to the Legislacjui'-k and sc ientific pull h- took one in out o! ture.
ith

new

»-

tiit-

wet
d

tt a
It reminded
easdv as roll in
i3.
youth, only that wc always failed to make
lion Pc isv -t'li the* dove* and tin* t ring.
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that class of shell hsh a furnished bv
wood, oi icrtland. They speak by I heir phi mp-i
ot die resources «>f the* c-siahlishnn.nt. and I

AND

BETTER!

of die delicious stew that follow theii I
Atwood isn't afraid iohuve hi-oyster- j
I in* Democrats have unnle a clean
sweep in
-u of nun, thcreknown to the* world and
Missouri.
Their majority in St. Louis is over ten
f ;
he sends tlu: editors kegs i!..
IV.un tiim* to thousand.
Brown- majority in the State is overme
He i» a just and exemplar, in pi who doewhelming. and far greater than the most sanguine
cjsiiiess at 4.*, 17 and lb <
ntr- Street.
anticipations of his friends.
these pleasant nights haw templed sundry adTennessee i all jght.
»lUturous fishermen to lr\ He ir liu-l: at eastine j
f oiler return- in New York look helter and betvs itli hocks attach'1 t into Hu
worms
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ter.
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'•iiipoiind Syrup

of

Hypophospliites

■Aid
peedily ami certainly arrest the depressing
iii/Juenccs of ili-casp upon tin* nerves and muscles.
I' la r *. v
"Hi' focijs.-d
pis of the 1.1 lit I
F
More- tin* appetite and induces a
disposition :
d
no scrip
noshanged hand-. Nevertheless, t take on healthy llesh. It causes the formation of
a
in .- bloi )<|, si engthening tin* act ion of both Hearth
-! 11 tied O. I l-akc'd, I e o> I
a till'/
•'•. l|c I 11'. Hit
aii'l Lungs.
It Miduins the system under trying
.asv oi no
iw.
circumstances, and causes the healthy llesh. it
auS'•- the formation ol
in
wall rum, ami 1«< iilie
\ uil-uiled in
ing blood, strengtliening
’•he action of both Heart am! Lungs. It sustains
i.
a ion*
it
m,
pumpiunidlr. *ai on tin the system under
trying circumstances and cau>es
mime on Tuesday, diming
walk iat*ai ih 'f ivthe.healthy devclopeinent of all the organs neeessaMr -::11ni•»ini t-*i-led him rv to our existence
ariou- uatnoti. orii

.1

attempted
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•.

husli inoncv
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iu all mhoiniio' alley. tin! left him to
•:! says he has a ho* pita I tor that elans
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J! ijuimhv ha- m his hpire a fd-e rhimt!
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Li- \ made oi Wool, whleli. during tinA
mouth tiitvlied t lie* windward • on adei ahi\
nuni di-lriet driving h\ tin
..etit.'email lioin th
alll m lie- -Uloke-lark
house ml not. u tin
v luiim-il.
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I’ll hi- darned II that ere • himmortar I • v< r
i.l> amt put up wilh tin- ton h
Mi
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d
A yuiimhy ha- bought
Mr l. *i:
the rlntlmig stalilishiuent of hoiriic
ote, mi.t the twoliave Ibrim d a t»arttier-hip
r tin-iiaim of Pott <v
M
ouunbv
ijuimby
Ftitvi
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interest in
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Belfast hoy, who lots lev-nth lesided in the
\Vta»Ki is po->< ssetl of
hu- iurveelleni
yainies. W- yviditlie new linn -ill *u. vsH«

glad

are

to

see

rapt. Augudus S. Whin.

«
is at iiume trom sea on a y i**it.
apt
White left here nine year* ago this No\ember -t
seeond mate «•! the *d»ip I oui* Walsh, tin i* new.
.ml hu- “sailed lie- seas over" ill her dill ioa all
<
lie: voyages
mee
dipt. While ha- been in eom-

again, who

t 1:1 .ss II[ sn vmi.
Mrs. Smith—The fact is.
husband is becoming so outrageously ero-s
.oel hits i.its that tliere is no living with him. lie
i*; ''lends -ale day that he has got the Dyspepsia;
next day liver complaint ; the next is sick with‘i'l’eliti declares (liattiiere is nothing on (lie
tat'i lit to eat, ami soon.
It is ail nonsense, and
(
nothing lint his confounded ugliness. From ille
11 >
bottom oi my heart, 1 heleive he wauls to
me to death.
| \orrv
i els h rieud
Mrs. Smith, 1 think you are wrong.
5
woman has
a kinder or more
indulgent liust. nid than you.
1 must confess (hat 1 have noticed
change in Mr Smith; inti am inclined to think
that all lie wants is a tonic; and il I were you, I
\ mid nut lie a
day without Plantation Hitters in
ihe
house. Make him take them moderately three
j
limes a day and in a short time 1 think
you will
j
a change.
My experience is that Plantation
Filters is one ol tile Pest and most delicious tonics
ni liic world; and that for
nervousness, loss of appetite, dyspepsia and all kindred complaints, there

\

'*.>

■

!

m

j

■

J

i-

1

nothing

Nm
ad.

so

good.

Humbug—We do not wish to inform you,
that Dr. Wonderful, or any other
man, lias
a
remedy that cures all diseases oi
mind, body sphere a blisstul
lo
which
Paradise,
II -:i\< ii it-ett shall lie tint a side
stiow, imt we do
" Ml to inform
<
that
Dr.
you
Sage’s 'atari’ll Itemedv
■

iiscovcri-d

thousands of eases of Catarrh m its worst
-tage.s, and tlie proprietor will pay §500
l.n
.a-,
this loathsome disease which he can111,1 cure.
It may lie procured hv mail tor
sixty
oiami of the ship It the last \ear and a half.
ids. I
addressing It. V. Pierce", M. D., Hulfalo
I
!• or sale a’. Drug Stores, Dr. Pierce’s
Tin1 full moon la mind- u- of tin- fellow’s remark j 5
private < internment Iteveuue
Stamp is on each packwhen _-oiug holm- tight, »piite eirlv one morning.
age of the genuine.
*.
w'i".
late at night.
Looking up <1 the orb lie
>t .\
Muss F.visiM.. from pure Irish Moss, for
W ell old moon—vmi’ve been -'lit all night.
t.
Fhiiie Mange, Puddings, Creams,
Custards, Ac.,
and are going home rhoek full, !U-t like me."
.V,
The
cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious
j
lood ill tile world.
y
in this <*it\ got up bright and arly one
mai
A ease m! elitoni. I hen mat ism oi u nttsu a! severimorning, liuilt a rou-ing lire in the kitchen -to-.:
ty. cured by ".lohiisoti’s Anodyne l.iiiimeut" is
m l began to d“ up the chore
\ noise in llic
specili remedy a'ild is also the lies! pain killei in
o
utti.u ted his arleution, ami on opening il out the world.
M

family

itie

a

singed

to

m

tihimiiug

extent.

that < apt. Fred Barker of our eiiy
leave lot vouth Amen a. partly on a
hiisine-s voyage and uls-» to escape .mr long winter'
whirh arc too sever- thr his impaired health.
W«

icarn

will

soon

I'h»- IV lent I- of < i|t. William 1 >yei will be glad
that his hark which was reported burned
lean
the waler> edge at .shields, Kiigkmd. i- imt badly
but

lamaged,

w

ill be

•

asily repaiii d.

in a “boss ease on trial in
<: court
was told that his testimony wa- required
ti prove an alibi
'What!" said be. “afore the
trial is over!''’
V

n
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iiat- had
id*

*!
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hard time

a
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Hit,

on hoard the -clmoner Knud;
harbor, tin* other day
She was
alt I aboil!
lilt\
i llt-lil pa-^ed that

bourne whence

no

rut returns.

huv< coun to market, ami dijgs are disThe white «..ik v iriet v, with tin* bark

-.•usaire-.

apj“ tt,

Arey, Ryan, Boston; 1. J. Beckett,

SAILED.
Sch Earl, Furguson, Salem.

Nov. 5.
6. Schs Empire, Furguson, Salem ; K
ton.
7. Sch Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston.

It Yon want

Good Article

a

university" medicines

CHEAP FOR CASH.

has

hand the

on

largest

Greatest

and

best assortment ot

EVER OFFERED IN THIS CITY.

NIGHT

Iir-d
and

ini-

before ottered,
Mr. B. also takes pleasure in announcing an engagement with THE GREAT MUSICAL NOVELTY

ever

Prof. G. GOODWALL MERCK,

the eminent SOLO GUITARIST, HARMONICA Player
and Violinist, he will also
appear in his Great Original
Personation, in which he will

Play Nine Musical Instruments at

retails lor about

ii.

t

11

hmery

cents

has started

a

furnishing establishment in
whicii he
a l.

Ion

w

«

per lineal loot.

new
in,-

nil- attention.

harness and hoi-c

Hamden Block, to

flake, of mk.w feu „„
Tuesday evening,
turned to ruin tl,.,t
eoniimll.,| i

soon

Wednesday
Tl.ei e is at Well's Saloon,
fionie.1 owl. tliiil was shot in
Lues

almost tive feet

Turkeys

are

Thauksplut.fr
poultry yards.

across

huge specimen

IF YOU HAVE THE DYSPEPSIA, Headache,
Piles, Oppression after
Fating, Sour Bising, or any Indigestion or Bllliousness. d you do not thunk us after
using Dr. llarrisonv Peristaltic
Lozenges, we will forfeit the price
o! the box.
Also warranted to cure every kind of
Piles. For sale at No. 1, Tremout
Temple, Boston
V Harrison’s A Co., Proprietors, and by
u
all Druggists. Mailed lor DO cents.
'JmolO

Dizziness, Costiveuess,

Hoaisinonl.

the extended

Bookstores.

,,

wings.
now on their
preparatory .liet for
There will 0011 he
waiting in the

Tickets for the lecture course

arc

Oats,

New Potatoes,
Dried Apples,
Cooking, dr.

Butter,
Cheese,
Kgga,
Lard,
Beef,

RESERVED SEATS 35.

Doors open at J o'clock—Concert at 1 12

Bows for Boots and

Notice of Foreclosure.

i.ert S. Y ork, a certain parcel of land, situated in Swan
ville, in the County of Waldo, being the Easterly part
ot lot in the fifteen thousand acre tract so called, numbered twenty-four, according to survey and plan ot
Andrew Strong, and is bounded as follows viz
Beginning at a stake the S. E. Corner of lot numbered one
huudred aud thirteen, thence south eighty-one rods to a
stake, thence by the north liue ot lot numbered twenty
five north sixty six degrees west one huudred and thirty
eight rods to the east side of the County road, thence
by the east ’side of the County road sixty-five rods or
thereabouts to the north liue of lot numbered twentyfour, thence south seventy degrees east one hundred
and twenty-one rods or thereabouts to the place ot
beginning containing titty-six acres. And the said
Albert S. York, the mortgagee, thereafterwards to wit:
ou the sixteenth day of March A. 1>. 180(3, sold and asto Stephen York of Dixmont, Penobscot Countv
said mortgage and the two first notes therein mentioned
as appears by said assignment which is recorded in said
Waldo Registry of deeds, Book 140, Page 043. And the
said Albert S. York and Stephen York, thereafterwurds
to wit: on the twenty-seventh day of December A. D.
j
1800, sold and assigned the whole ot said mortgage and
the debt thereby secured to Martha Bartlett ot Newburgh I
in the County ot Penobscot, the undersigned, which
j
said assignment is recorded In said Waldo Registry ot
deeds, Book 140, Page 538, reference to said deed and I
to said assignments und to the records thereof to ho had
lor discretion and title. And whereus the condition in
said mortgage lias been broken and still remains broken
by reason whereof the undersigned Martha Bartlett,
claims a foreclosure of the same.
MAR 111 A BARTLETT.
By A. L. SIMPSON, Her Attorney.
1
Nov. 5, 1870.
3wl8

signed

GOLD

Veal,
Dry Cod

55 to 1.00 Huy per ton,
$Js to 2u
do to 00 Lime,
$1.25 to 000
10 to
12 WushedWool,
35 to 40
10 to
50 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 3o
3«» to
40 Pulled Wool,
40 to 00
20 to
00 Hides,
<; l-v to 1.00
32 to 33 Calf Skius,
10 2 3
20 to
00 Sheep Skins,
Goto $1
7 to
Wood, hard,
$0.00 to 0
40 to 0*0 Wood, suit,
$1.00 to 0
Id to ou| Dry Pollock,
4 to 5
h to 10 | Straw,
$s to 10

loj

j

SPECIAL NOTICES.
ASK Fill! UR. CLARKK’S SIIKKUV 1VIAK

MTTKUS,

AND SILVER

DINSMORE
Has

a

lot of

Corn & Bunion Plasters
arc

excellent tor

the afflicted.

BOOTS

&

SHOES

1 .A rEST

T

.4

H all,

WINTER OF 1870 -71.

23; Hon. Wm. Parsons,

Subject—“Christopher i’olumbus."

December

2d; K. 1*. Wiiipplk,

Subject—'“Loaftug and Laboring.”
December

1.2; John O. Saxk,
Subject—“Yankee Laud,” a Poem.
December 20; Rkv. Wm. H. H. Murray,
Subject—1“Adirondack*.

January 5th; John S. C. Abbott,
Subject-“The Spanish Court and Nation.
January 17; To be announced hereafter.
January 22; (probably)—Ukn. James a. Hall,
Subject—“Battle of Gettysburg."
February 2d; Prof. Edward S. Morsk,
Subject—“How Animals Move.”
February It; Mrs. Mary A. Livermore,
Subject—“The Reasons Why.’

February 28;

M. Paul B. Du Chaillu.

T H E

Me.,

twits

New Harness Store.
SUliSCIUBFU IS NOW KKADY TO ManurpHE
X tacture Harnesses ot all kinds at short notice. Also
on

hund

Buffalos and Knee Robes,
Horse

Blankets,

Whips, Curry Combs,
Cards, Brushes,
Halters, Surcingles,
Belts, Trunks,
Valises, Carpet Bags,
Ladies Satchels, &c.,

|710K
for
X

SALK AT
Cash.

S. & E. MADDOCKS, CHEAP

EAIilES. HUSHES and Children’s BOOTS of
all Styles. BOY’S BOOTS, that will keep the teet
dry. Men’s thick and Cl ALF BOOTS, ot our owu
manufacture.

Tpper Leather, C’*If Skin*, Spilt*. Sole
Also trunks
Leather, anil Shoe Eluding*.
manufactured by W. P. BurriU. in this city.
The Burrill Trunk Can’t be Beat!

Remember the place, No. 28 Custom House {Square
for sale at t|„. And take no other. See that the portruit of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
(Progressive Age Building.
They arepuerly vegetable and will not Intoxicate, tfsp
3wl7.
Belfast, Nov. 1, 1870.

Sewing Machine,

Manhood, Womanhood, &
PUBLISHED

BY TnE

4 Bulfinch

No.

Street, Boston,

(Opposite Revere llouse.)
W. H. PARKER, Physician in charge.
knowledge for everybody. 250,000 copies

2mosll

Medical

in two

A

years.

Book for every nau.

quali-

o.

BUY

for

Price-List.

llullimorv. Mil.

Iml5

YOUR

WATERPROOFS

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.

A. T

REMOVAL!

Simonton Bros & Co.

Mew Store—Mew Goods!
THEY CUT THEM FREE OF CHARGE,

A. D. FRENCH

;

keep constantly

and Varied assortment,

NEW & SPACIOUS STORE

customer cannot tail

CHURCH ST,

on

(Formerly occupied by Nathan Whittci as a Carriage
shop ) whirh lie lias had lifted uj> expressly tor his
use

Price,

as a

large and carefully selected

A

Stock of

sold at the LOW GMT CASH

LiNfisy, cial art imkon is called to the HTOHTOII
COOK, With its l’atunt Steam Ware, an arrangement
Wfiiah carries all the steam and smell from cooking into
the flues of the stove and chimney. Also the

\

RICHMOND PORTAP.LE RANCH.

Persons afflicted with disease will
call or send
and get a book (free) wherein they will find their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
PE LEG STAPLES,
Address,
250 Congress St., Portland, Me

please

li

to be suited in

EUREKA KAN OK.

F

Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods,
Carpetings,

Excellent, Magee, Progress, Sheridan, Rival,
Parlor Coal Stoves, Airtights, Premium

Feathers,

Franklins.

f 'ertifleate* of Cured.
For eight years I have been afflicted with Salt Rheum
and Erysipilas, I hud not been able to work six weeks
out of six years. Four months
ago my baud and arm
scarcely resembled human flesh; tne pain was so intense
1 could not rest day or night. Having employed the
best medical aid I could find without the least relict;
I had about given up in despair.
Having heard ot many
important cures made by the University Medicined, 1
concluded to try it. In two months from thc time 1
commenced the sores vanished and I have been able to
attend to my dally work since.
URIAH I.. AREY, Cape Elizabeth.
Sept. 12, 1870.

etn

Style.

O

been added to his former Stock, and will be
PUICEN.

lias

that

THU (.HAM) DIM>LW

Stoves, Furnaces, Ranges, k,

the last

permanent

Lartje

a

New aud Im-

proved

every oue hundred, without cau*
exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA the greatest destroyer of humanity on the face ot the Globe. How manv bewail the
loss of precious vitality without having the slightest idea
of the cause, their manhood is daily vanishing and they
are
into a state of hopeless decay. I have treated over five hundred cases of this malady within six
months with the University Medicines with perfect suc-

and

Quality

»o

and

Factory.

-o-

success.

hand

on

Would respectfully Inform his friends and the
public
that he has removed his Stock of Ntovex. Tin
W a ret aud TouU. formerly in Haraden’s Block,
to the

Stove Store & Tin Ware

Siibmeriffit i'ttni[ts. Cistern l'«iii|is. Sheet Lf.nl. Lead Piye

A 1ST ID

IRON & GALVANIZED PIPE

WORSTEDS,

Fitted

Pumps, and for various other purposes. Sheet
Zinc, fin Ware, .laimuueu amt Urlttamiiu Ware
Hath Tubs, Copper Boilers, Water Closets, Wash
Bowls, Copper aud Wash Howl Faucets.
to

l*Ll MUI.\k.

PI.HP <4

Done in the best

LfiAII

A

Simonton Bros, & Co.,

W4I1IH

at short notice.

manner

A.

Far excel any of (heir

forts,

previous

ef-

and the Prices of their “foods

FRENCH’S is well calculated

D.

T

please the putt-

to

1

\«». ill (
For tour years I have bean troubled with bleeding
piles, I had been most oi the time under treatment oi
our best physicians, but got no reliet.
I culled at the
University Branch, I obtained a bottle of ointment and
It cured me in three days, uud 1 have had no return
J. H. BAHBAKK'K.
symptoms since.
Gorham, Sept. 20,1870.
This may certify that I had been sullering with the
“Rheumatism” lor live months.
And at that time it
seized
my right hip and leg, down to the toot. This
the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried many kinds of
recommended medicines which 1 applied outside,
and also many kinds which I took lor the blood. Still 1
got no reliet for seven months more, all the time doing
my best, with as good advisers as we have in our city.
Finally I called at the New York University Branch, and
the proprietor said he could
me.
So 1 commenced
011 his medicine, and in four weeks 1 thought I felt relief.
And in eight weeks I was ablo to leave my cane at home,
and have been well up to this time, three months having
DAYI1) KEA/.KK.
passed.
Portland, Aug. '-'d, 1870,

highly

GoiUlAM, Me., Aug. 18, 1870.
Dr. Staples—Dear Sir:—Without solicitation ou the
of
of
part
any person, I,
my own free will and accord
give testimony to the virtue of your medicine.
1 have suffered extremely with the llleedlny Piles and
Catarrh for ten years. My memory, sight and hearing
were falling from the effect of them.
1 felt last spring
that I must resign my calling.
I have taken two bottles of the “Pile Extract,’ two oi i
the
Extract of Cancer Plant,” and one bottle oi
“Catarrh Specific.”
It has done wonders lor me. 1 \
am a new man.
I feel as though 1 have lound a sure 1
cure at last.
I
JOHN COLLINS,
Yours Truly,
Pastor of the M. E. Church, Gorham, Me.
years 1 was badly alllicted with Asthma,
u fearful consumptive cough.
I was perc./rcd
with
the University Mediciues in six weeks.
fectly
1
For the past two months 1 have been continually exposed to wet and cold, without the least return of syruptoms of the above diseases.
Capt. A. CLEAVES,
j
Cape Elizabeth, June ad, 1870.
For three

sold

find all

can

the

is

Simonton Bros. & t

MANUFACTURED ISY

Hurt li

Belfast, October 1, 1670.

•

__^

Nlrm‘l
vv 11

____

lie mind
J

SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF-PRESERVAFor fifty years I have been troubled with Scrofula.
A Medical Treatise on the Cause aud Cure o!
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Some fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on ray
Nervous
ani»
physical. Debility, Hypoc- leg. Three mouths ago it had extended from the Ankle
Man,
hondria, and all other diseases arising from the Er- joint nearly to the knee. I could not move without
great pain. In this condition I commenced tuking the
rors ok Youth, ok the Indiscretions or ExUniversity Medicine. At first it drove out a fearful hucesses of mature years. This is Indeed a book for every
In a few days the humor began to
mor all over me.
Price
285
bound
In
man.
cloth.
only $1.00.
pages,
subside, and the ulcer is now healed aod L feel like a
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN,
A Book for every Woman,
new being.
28 Chestnut Street,
Portland, Aug. SO.
j
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physio1
was sorely afllicted with Salt ■
months
For
several
logically and Pathologically, from Infancy
Rheum and Erysipelas ; mv feet were badly swollen, my
ro Old Auk, with elegant Illustrative Engrav:i50 pages, hound in beautiful French cloth. legs and lower part of the body were covyred with sores;
ings.
the smarting and itching was so intense there was no
Price $2.00.
In this condition, (after employing three
rest for ine.
A Book for Everybody.
without the least benefit,) I commenced takMedicines and was cured in four
the
University
Flattered by the reception of, and great demand for, ng
the above valuable aud timely treatises, and also to meet weeks.
of
have used the Medicines
Several
acquaintances
my
a great need of the present ago, the author has just pubIVORY GORDON,
lished a new book, treating exclusively of NERVOUS with the tame result.
June
New
1870.
1st,
Gloucester,
AND MENTAL DISEASES. 160 pp. cloth. Price 50
on
free
of
for
or
sent
the
other
receipt
two
ceuts,
To Peleg Staples, Agent for the New York University
books, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordiBranch:
Two months ago I came to Portland en rout for Engnary works on Physiology ever published. There is
the
that
Married
whatever
or
Single, of land and the British Provinces, I was almost past being
nothing
Either Sex, can either require or wish to know, but able to travel or to attend to business, even to write a
what is fully explained, and many matters of the moat letter, my head was one continual rack of pain from
important aud interesting character are introduced to Catarrh of two years standing, which your Catarrh
which no allusion even can be found in any other works Specifies has so thoroughly cured as that I no longer feel
in our language. All the New Discoveries of the au- my puin or take any medicine. I know of others it has
thor, whose experience is such as probably never before eured, i had tried London and Paris surgeons of the
fell to the lot of any man, are given io full. No person most eminent rank, without avail.
I am yours,
should be without these valuable books.
W. F. GRAY.
“Valuable Books.—We have received the valuable General Travelling Agent Railway and Emigrant Agency.
medical works published by the Peabody Medical InstiPortland, Me., August, 1870.
tute. These books are of actual merit, and should find
a place In every Intelligent family.
They are not the
For twenty-live years 1 have suffered with Scrofula and
cheap order of abominable trash, published by irrespon- Salt Rheum (or Tetter). Have paid out hundreds of dolsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but
and been treated by several first-class Physicians
lars,
are written by a responsible professional gentleman of
without benefit. Some lour weeks ago 1 commenced
eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters,
using the University Medicines. At tile time my foreconcerning which lamentable lgnorunce exists. The im- head and head were covered with sores and scaliucss ot
portant subjects presented are treated with delicacy, the skin; also my tongue was covered with ulcers. I am
ability, and care, aud, as an appendix, many useful pre- to day free from all the above troubles, and ean heart.’ly
scriptions for prevailing complaints are added.” Coot recommend these medicines to the afllicted.
Republican, Lancaster, N. 77.
S.C. MIINSEY, 27 Chestnut St.
“The author of these books is one of the most learned
Portland, Jan. 24, 1870.
and popular physlciaus of the day, and is entitled to the
gratitude of our race for these Invaluable productions,
it seems to be his aim to Induce men and women to
As certain individuals have reported that the above
avoid the cause of those diseases to which they are sub- certificate Is false and my disease as bud as
ever, 1 wish
ject, and he tells them just how and when to do it.’;— to say, as the time I gave the above certificate, the story
Chronicle, Farmington, Maine, Sept. 7, 1869.
Iu addition to the above, my leg and
was not half told.
N. B.—Avoid those foreign and native quacks who are back was oovered with sores. 1 am now well and fell at
as lawless as they are Ignorant, who under high-soundleastftwenty years younger than 1 eld before taking the
ing titles, have stolen the substance of the chapters of reiuiales.
these works, and In some instances the titles of the
My advice to the afllicted is to give the medicine a trial
books, and advertise them as their own.
and not to ho deterred by the cry of humbug. It cured
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
me, it has eured many others. I believe the extracts of
Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or cancer plant will cure any blind disease In existence.
Dr. W. II. PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch Street, Boston.
S. C. MUNSKY.
Dr. Parker may be consulted In strictest confidence on
June 10, 1870.
all diseases requiring skill and experience. Jn violable
l)r. RICHARD MOODY', bole Agent tor BELFAST.
Secrecy and Certain Relief.
lyri,
4wir

received

Paisley Shawls;
vary from

designs
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can

to

A

great variety is
eustomei

The

latest)

be found in Stock.

to send away for

a

nice

determined to

we

them

constantly in stock, and sell

them at

cheaper

rates than

be obtained in Boston

or

can

so

Unit
theii

gratify

Style.
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A

FLANNELS and WOOLENS

keep

they

Stock,

You will find

ar-

ticle,

are

In-

Simonton Bros. So Co.

As many customers have been

obliged

in

tastes in Price and

Belfast,prices

$40.

new

Dress Goods.
every

The best assortment in

entire

an

voice of Fall and Winter

M A K K

at Reduced Price*. These

can

bought early

New York, j

THE

TION.

fihysiclans

Sinioiiton Kius. A (’o..

I

Simonton Bros & Co. j Have

Catarrh, and

Du.

it

as

ties of them at

help

Nervous Diseases,

BRAND,

most reliable. You

Cures Treated l»y Letter.
Air* K.special attention will bt‘given to dOB WORK
Du. Staples :—One bottle ot your extract ot Cancer ot all kinds, such as Hooting. f'liniiu p Work.
Work, Ac.. Ac,
R*»iiui>
Plant cured my little boy of Scrofula of fifteen mouths
standing. It i should write all day I could not give a
REMFMBFR THE PLACE AT
lull idea ol his sufferings. (VVe employed five physicians
without relief.
11 is sores are all healed and he appears
perfectly well. We think it is a wonderful cure. Several
J’hc public are respectfully in- of our friends arc taking the medicine with good sue
cess.
Miw. WM, J. LEWIS.
J, kl. EB1FHV.
Now Stove Store,
Old Town, Sept. 17, 1870.

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

other make but the

no

In

TWINES & NETTING,.

cess.

71 Main Street, Belfast,

—

COMPEET E D!

a

Lustre and Fineness of

BEAVER
now

equal

FISHERMEN!

every town in the State.

cases out of
or the least

for

no

Texture.

HERSEY & WOODWARD.

under

months, 1 consider it sale to warrant

to 05
terization

commend them. It has

Call for

Belfast, Sept. 19, 1870.

gliding

DINSMORE’S

no-

A T

wanted in

re-

the Celebrated

for

which is taking the lead ot all shuttle Machines
the Market, tor family and general work.

Medicines

versity Medicines,
.FEMALE DISEASES treated wi£ perfect
Having treated over two hundred cases within

I

STYLES

FORIaLeT

LECTURES

Favorite

It has been about seven months since the University
Medicine was introduced into this State. Notwithstanding the strong opposition from the profession and their
particular friends, the sales have increased from nothing
until they have reached $500 worth per day.
Hundreds of certificates can be produced if necessary
1 ot cases cured in Portland and vicinity. Many who were
considered incurable are uow enjoying perfect health.
CATARRH (the mother of Consumption) Scrofula,
Salt Rheum, and many other diseaees hitherto considered incurable, readily yield under treatment of the Uni-

three

tice that Mary B. Billings of Liucolnville, County of
Waldo, State of Maine, conveyed to Mary R. Mathews,
of Lincoluvlile, aiuresaid, by mortgage deed, dated Oct.
mil, A. D. lhf<8, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
book 145, page 153, (and assigned to me by said Mathews
the following described real estate viz : A certain pared
of land lying in Lincoinville aforesaid and known us the
"Tavern Stand,’’ reference being made to said mortgage
deed for u more particular description, that the condi
tion m said mortgage is broken, by reason of which I
claim a foreclosure of the same.
WILLIAM K. DUNCAN.
Dated this fourth day of November A. D. ltf?u. 3wlS

November

Congress St.,

cure

Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage of Real Estate
WILLIAM K. DUNCAN, of Lincoinville, County
r 9 of Waldo, State of Maine, assignee,
hereby give

II nyford

250

<)t all kinds made in the

__

FISHING VESSEL

Agents

also

and all the flusliionabie critics

Durability,

WEED FAMILY

wick.

For sale Cheap tor Cash.
/ CHEAPEST AND BEST PAPER. For fifty cents ; vited to call.
V you can get the UNION BANNER, tor one year,
and either of the folllowing splendid engravings FREE ;
No. 2 Haraden's Block, Opposite Post Office.
iwia
Evangeline; The American Beauty; President Grant;
Gen. Geo. B.
Till*: BANNhtt
McLellun.
Is full
of Fact, Fun and Fancy, Stories, poetry.
Rich
aud Racy Sketches, &c.
Gold and Silver Watches
O T I O K !
&c., offered for lurgest lists. SUBSCRIBE Now!
six
None
cents.
Specimens
free. Please say where you
THOSE
INTERESTED IN HAV ING SOME suitsaw this notice.
able recognition of this Centennial Anniversary year
Address, UNION BANNER, Bellast, Maine.
ol the settlement of Belfast are requested to meet on
Gw IT
Saturday evening at the Court Houss at 7 o’clock.
lw
Beliast, Nov. U, 1«70.

Tlie MchooueriMeuaior, :i5 tons, o.m.
_a very good vessel in every respect. Well
found in Sails and Rigging, lias 120 fathoms new cable.
Will be sold very low,
E. B. GARDNER.
tfls
Bucksport, M»*.

.ire

The New York University Branch,

Slippers

tiiodeys Books,

Remember tbe Placi aufl Give ns a Call,
Wo

Congress Hall.
PKLEfi STAPLES.
BUCKLES. Agent for the State of Maine and Xrw Bruns-

WITH

Which

lwis

to’oo

Apples,Baldwin,

of the

Keeps

Harper’s Bazar,

Have just received tho largest and best assortment ol
CLOTHS and CLOTHING ever offered in this market.
The latest Styles and novelties in Gent s
Furnishing
Goods always on hand.
This Stock will be offered at lower prices than can be
found elsewhere,and goods warranted.
Custom Work and Cutting done promptly and warranted to tit,

poisons,

all kinds oi

Profession.

Subject—“Equatorial Africa.”
TICKETS for the course $2.50. Single tickets 5o cts.
For Sale at Washburn’s ami Caldwell’s Book-Store#.
It was ’.o.ooo yards that had l»-cn taken out of
In order that this course of Lectures shall be successIIKLCtST PRICKS CDnRE.1T.
he Brook- gravel bed foi embankm**nt-. not doOO.
iul financially, it is necessary that a very large number
of season tiokets should be sold. The committee would
C-OUHKl'iKl) WEEKLY FOR THE
us wus printed lust week.
JOURNAL.
therefore earnestly request that all Interested in sustainbinsmore < alls attention to a large and line stock
Belfast, Wednesday, Nov. 2, is?o.
ing a course ot Lectures for this city should provide
es with season tickets at once.
themseh
$7.00 to 11.00!Round Hog,
*n boots, shoes, ifee.
II to 10
Now is the time f*» clothe the Flour,
Wm. C. Marshall.
Corn Meal,
1.05 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
to
02
$.io
b
if you want to preserve health.
Philo Heksey.
1.25 to 0.00 Mutton per
Rye Meal,
«»to H
lb,
II. P. Thompson.
l.uo to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
Bye,
stoic
vh‘tic
All pursous F forbid crossing these Corn,
Wm. If. Fooler.
1.00 to 00 l'urkeys,per lb,
Is to 20
Wm.
F. Washburn.
so to
g Mund on no a< kouut."
00
Bailey,
How is that fora Irespa—
Chickens, per lb, 15 to 17
Lewis W. Pendleton.
2.00 to 2 50 Ducks, per lb,
Beans,
IS to 00
'oh
I'lease baud us
Nov. 1,1870.
ttl?
Committee.
Belfast,
Marrowfat Peas,1.00 to 1.25 Geese,
Murray's grammar,
to 00

«

DINSMORE

Agents

iug winter,

A\ here on this globe cun we go beyond
oniitipreseut Yankee t Landing at Sitka, we
walked but a short distance into tin- town when
we reached the northern
depot of Dr. Ayer’s medicine-. in full display among the huts, shanties and
dourts of these boreal tribes. There the familiar
homelike names of his Cherry Pectoral, Pills. Ac.,
-slide us from the exterior and the interior of a
store which shows more business than Its
neighhors, and proves that these simple but sure remedies are even more necessary to savage life than to
ourselves where they visit [every fireside. [CorresI
pondent A lexami. Journal.
ImolT

tM.lMK and other sizes very cheap

has WOMEN’S MISSES nod CHILDREN'S BOOTS
and SHOES of every description In BUTTON, SIDE
LACE, FRONT LACE, CONORKSS, Ike., which he
is going to sell at prices which CAN’T BE BEAT.

which perfectly astonishes the audience and is admitted
by many ot the most eminent Musicians ot this Country
to be the most Perfect Combination oi instruments, anil
Pleasing Comical Music act done by any man in the

TICKETS 25 Cts.

University

WOODWARD,

--

not patent me dicines, but the favorite prescriptions
wt the New York Medical University, an
incorporated
institution of the State, and arc prepared In consonance
with the views of a number of distinguished
living
American practitioners, who believe that time is come
when educated physicians should arise and make a decisive effort to overthrow the
health-destroying system
of quackery prevailing In every town and
city, and substitute scientific, responsible remedies—made in accordance with the principles of Medical
Chemistry—iu
place of the worthless or dangerous patent medicines,
Hooding the country. These elegant specifics are prepared by a newly discovered chemical process, by which
they acquire a reliability, etticacy,aud mastery power
hitherto unknown to medicine. We are daily receiving
letters from every part of the country, from patients
and physicians, recording the most astounding cures
performed by these remedies. Many of these eases had
been considered beyond
power of cure. There never has
been a success like this system of medicines. THE
UNIVERSITY MEDICINES are to day sweeping the
country from Maine to Mexico, becoming the leading
Health Restoratives, and rapidly superseding the old
nostrums, and nauseous drugs, and their sale
is becoming enormous.
They are uow regularly prescribed by more than 1500 physicians.

BOOTS

Once

Wasliei and tin- Universal Wringer— rrUIK LECTURE COMMITTEE WOULD announce
X to subscribers, anil the
H hatever may tie said ahout other
generally that they
machines, there have made arrangements forpublic
a course ot TEN LKC
i- no mistake ahout these
being all that are claimed TURKS to be delivered at Hayford Hall during the com
ior them
-Hoston Fv’g Traveller.
as follow*
i.ask a.

The

&

Madam Demorest,

54 Main Street,

are

TIIIOK

Doty's

A
tiehad

Made

uitom

W A It IS A A T I. I»

Wednesday Eve.. Nov. 16,
THAT COMICAL BROWN!
Assisted by tho popular Vocalist MIL A. HOWARD
BUXTON.
Mr. Brown will introduce to his numerous patrons an
entire NEW AND ORIGINAL PROGRAMME, which
is even more rapturously received than any programme

!

Weakness,
Kpilepsv, Impaired Memory, Tumors, Ulcers,
Eruption, Tiles, Exhausting Drain on
the System.

ate, A !en, Bos-

ONI. Y!

Age

Eye Affections,Deafness,Nervousness, St. Vitus’ Dam e.'
Asthma, Organi.

I) I N S M <) R E
IIus a lot ol «, lO dr 11. Men’s <
hand work double Sole and Tup

Success of the
20.893 Cures

IS
EIUHT MONTHS
of t atari'll. Heart Diseases
.Consumption, Kidney Affections. Bronchitis, Blood Maladies.
Rheumatism, Womb Complaints, Neuralgia, Liver Diseases, Scrofula,

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, &c,,

which he will sell lor
lor CASH.

Hayford’s Hall,
ONE

|HERSEY

The Tbaumatoreicai Remedies!

DINSMORE

..

one

K,

TITUKIIKA.S AI.FUKD S. KNKKLAND, ot Uump▼ V
den, in the County ot Penobscot and State of
Maine, on the twelfth day of March, A. D. lsOO, by his
deed ot Mortgage ot that date, and recorded in Waldo
Registry ot Deeds, Book 134, Page 212, conveyed to AI

Missou it i

--

D.
do-

Lakernan,

from the otlier Slates the returns have not been
received full enough to indicate result".

as

.on

Schs

7.

and turkeys little necks with.

.--I*

;nii :i*t•

him-j

provide

farmer should

v

!

BOOTS & SHOES

~

lLa.-i

Iti:\VHR >101111 it.

DINSMORE’S

'■

a■

than the celebrated

DINSMORE’S

for some IToboken

"*

BUY NO OTHER

i

#35,000.

I

D I N S M O R E

Kiections took place on Monday, in the States of
[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,must
be paid for.]
It the Locals are thin this week. Arkansas and Louisiana, and on Tuesday in the
»t> lieket-'
in Brooks, Oct. 17th, Albert L. Webb, aged 17 years 4
.i,‘i >;iy a w.»rd, the ‘•boss’* j.. pot accountable fur States ot Massachusetts, llhode Island, New Vork
months and 2:'. days,
■hem
Ih« fanner- should improve 111i- nde New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, \ irginia. Florin Rockland, 26th, ult., Mrs. Addio M., wife of Henry
Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, G. Tibbetts, aged 29 years and 23 days.
alii* ; and pi k tin ii em-umbers and green peas. ida,
lu this city, on tlie 5th inst,, William 1., only sou ol
Ihitat, .> are selling in the street i n- weil some- Michigan, Wisconsin, Kansas, Missouri, Minneso- Elijah and Lois Morrill, aged 28 years.
ta ann Nevada,—in all twenty States which will
times more ami sometimes less- mi the whole they
choose members ot Congress.
1 s.
W S.
i m>i about >a-so.
Any p* is»ni wisliFrom our dispatches received on Wednesday,
u.
l" !ia\ a wider stock, can rely on these .juolaPORT or BELFAST.
we glean the following gloi ions intelligence—
t
as corre* t
\W
ml t*» have a new
ARRIVED.
The vote of New Vork city complete, is as fola
rirm in *»ni it> simw A Frost—it i> < vNov. 2. Schs Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston ; James Jewlows—
li d they will i>. an if*- biisines-_TiianksgivCoombs. Fishing.
I ott,
f or (inventor, Hollinuu.
Mi,730
3. Schs Ida Morton, Cottrell, Fishing; Ksperau/a,
ii*.
wili
on in
.here—or we shall soon he there ;
Adams, do.
Woodford,
113,070
ah fad to have a bottle of peppermint ill the
4, Sell Ruth Hodgdon, Johnson New York.
a

1

by

Short Cakk. The dog-days are over—unmuzTc nnu pups.November has 30 days; this is

trade

DINSMORE’S

Sandy

1

to

I #35,000.

In this

STOVES

ijuently

wan

cheaper

than

goods

in the serfht.u,

w-re

con.se

be sold

111 [ter ceiit

they

be

can

purchased

elsewhere.

AND KITCHEN WARE LYKTI3E
Foot of Park

AT REDUCED PRICES.

IIOCMLIHB,

HOTEL,
on

Main

Street,

....

.Value

•w. A. LUSK

l*r<»|»ri«»tor.
W. K. BICKFORD, Clerk
Coonectt4 with th« Hone*) fa good Livery SUM
whore good team* will bu fiuuUbcd at leintouahle pr.e«
(iueats of the House und .Stage Pa-singers con >•)»<!
to and from the jjtoauu-r* tree of charge*.
irii..*

to a contemplated change in my business location
have decided to sell down my present stock into the
smallest compass at reduced (trices and regardless ol
COST or PROFIT.
This stock consists entirely ot new Patterns ol the
present year. Comprising

Owing

Cook and Pal lor Stoves.
Fire Frames.

Franklin*,
Farmer* Hoilors,
Air Tight*,

j

Tin, JOii>|iani’<l, Hi-llauulu, Kkuiu.IkiI anil!
Ualloti Ware, Miuku, l*um|»«, and all articles

usually lound

at

a

Stove Store.

Something

The Stevens

Now

common

Range,

Coal Stove ever ottered to the public. Is very
large, boillug six kettles at once while the oven hakes
eight large pies, is very quick and certain,doing Its work
without half the haukcrlug for fuel, manifested by stoves
of the old model.
In weight of casting and beauty ot finish it excels, and

Th« beBt

will be sold cheap for cash.
Also a new Wood Stove just received which cannot bo
beat, and which every one should see before purchasing
elsewhere.
Just received u lot ot Wooden Pumps, Seasoned Juni
per and well made. The cheapest and best Pump efpr

used.

ft'lr* llrieka, Iftooru, IBttc-ku, and
pieces
tor all Stoves in general use. Orders for job and Furnace work solicited.
All persons Indebted to the flrmotS. S IIKUSEY &
SON, are requested to call at once and settle, as all demands outstanding on the. 1st of Nov. uext. wtll bo left
with an Attorney for collection.

repair

S.

S.

HEHSEY,
7rt Main test root.

:!mosil

This is the most thorough blood purifier yet di*eo\«
cures all hiunors from the worst Scrof ula tw a
Eruption. Pimples and Matches on the foe,
and scaly or rough sk'in, which are such annoying blcm
ishes to many young parsons, yield to the use of a h "
bottles of this wondurful medicine. From one to eight
bottles cure Salt llhrtun, Erysipelas, Scold Head, Hu
Harms. Hails, Scaly Eruptions, of the Skin, Scrofula
Sores, ('leers aiul "Canker" in the Mouth iuul Stomach
It Is a pure medicinal extract of native roots uud plant-,
coiuhlniug in harmony Nature’s most sovurelga curutiw
which Hod has Instilled Into the vegetable
kingdom tor hauling the sick. It is a great restorer toi
the strength and vigor of the system. Those who an*
languid, sleepless, have nervous apprehensions or ir.nor any of the affections
of weakness will
Uud convincing evideace of its restorative power upon
trial. If you reel dull, drowsy, debilitated ami despondcut, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes badly in lb.
morning, irregular apinUUe and tongue coated, you ure
sutiering from Tornia Inver or “HUUmsness" In many
cases bf "Liver
only a part ol these symp
toms are
As a remedy for all sueh
Dr. Pierce's (iolden Medical Discovery has no equal,hs n
etlects perfect cures, leaving the liver strengthened «.l
healthy. For the cure of Habitual Constipation ot tin*
Bowels It la a never falling remedy, and those who hut e
In Hron
used It for this purpose arc loud In its praise.
chial, Throat uud Lung Disease, it 1ms produced untn*
medicines had I ailtruly remarkable cures, where otherbottle.
Prepared at
ed. Sold by druggists at $1.00 per
the Chemical Laboralary of
K. V. iTttitt-K, M. ft. Huttulo, M. Y.
3mo*U

ed, and

properties,

symptomatic

Complaint'7
experienced.

MY

GRAVE.

and fractional currency, after redemptio u
is made in the redemption division of th
Secretary’s olliee, where about sixty females
are
employed, and their duties are similar to
those above mentioned.

crs

\\ lion I beneath the cold, roil earth am sleeping,
Life's fever o’er.
Will there for me lie any bright eye weeping
That I'm no more?
W ill tin re he any heart still memory keeping
Of heretofore?

KESPONSIJSII.ITY EOli MISTAKES.

The rule of the olliee is that every counter
must refund the money for counterfeits overing,
looked in her bundle. This is necessary, as
Like full hearts break,
When the swollen streams, o'er crag and gully some one must make the amount good; and
gushing.
if the counters were not required to do so
Sail music make;
would have to put up the
W ill there be one whose heart despair is crushing Treasurer Spinner
Mourn for my sake?
money from his own private means to make
good the mistakes ol all his clerks. Very
\\ hen the bright sun upon that spot is shining
few mistakes occur, however, as all of his
With purest, ray,
And the small flowers, their buds and blossoms counters are experienced, and readily detect
a counterfeit, no matter how
twining,
perfect it may
Ihnst through that clay,—
bo. Immediately upon its detection it is reW ill there he one still on that
turned to the office from which it has been
spot repining
Lost hopes all day?
received, where the amount must be made
W lull the night shadows, with the ample sweeping good.
< if her dark pall,
WHAT TREASURER SPINNER THINKS OF THEM.

W lien

he great winds, through leafless forests rush-

world and all its manifold creation sleeping,
The great and small,—
Will there be one. even at that dread hour, weeping
For me,—for all?
I

i"

He to itotorti&emnits
OCTOBER,

1870.

J.&P. COATS’
BEST SIX-CORD
IS NOW TIIE

OMLY
Thread

put

vanced,

up for flic American Market which is

SIX-CORD IN ALL NUMBERS.

From No. $ to No. 100 inclusive.

For Hand and Machine.
Agents Wanted for
HON. W.M. IF.

SEWARD’S GRAND TOUR OF MEXICO.

never

RAVE LE RS

WOM *.N CAN’T UK A SON
A d-d bit, but her perceptions are quicker
e
than those of a man.” lie does not believe
in equalizing their salaries with that of the
male clerks, because they would then be
thrust out of their places by men, who have
JAVA QUALITY.
,1111*11"
The influence brought to bear by \ otes, and thus bring influence to hear to setlavors
lie lair applicants in many instances is very cure the positions.
Prepared from dill'erent kinds of Coffee, the
which
of
mingle harmoniously together. Put up iu
ei eat. and oftentimes the officials are lie'A HAT THEY 1)0 WITH THKIK MONEY.
Tin Cans, Carrels, JIalf-Carrels, and Coxes.
Japan
T ev,i !
lady office seekers who plead with
A great majority of the female clerks reWRIGHT GILLIES & BROTHER,
i, are ami recitals id stories of want and sufceive
S!)oO
few
save
annum,
per
though very
of ) >1 isitiolis.
1 i
&
any thing of it. A large number have fam11.MAI.I CLERKS A SUCCESS.
ilies depending upon them for support; oth!• is inly within the past ten years that Io- ers have no one to provide for but themselves,
per
in the Treasury, and spend their earning in dress and
nian's have been employed
foolery
We are prepared to furnish profitable employment to
e
the experiment has proved a success, in their efforts to outshine their neighbors; Men anil Women
at their homes. One person in each
mil as long as we have a currency there yet quite a number save something from locality throughout the United Slates, can engage in this
at
business
great
wages. Wo send, l-'UKE, full particuid! be ample work for them, for which their salaries,
many of iliem giving General lars and a valuable sample, which will do to commence
who wants
they have been found perfectly competent. Spinner, their treasurer, live or ten dollars work on. Any person seeing this notice,
permanent work, should send us their address
1 lie -.1 al number of employes in the Treasu- out of their salaries
every month, which he proii'.ablc,
without,
delay.
building is about ;t.000, about 1,100 ot carefully locks up in his huge safe until
ALLO. & CO.. Augnita, Main*-.
E. <
Imm are females, including f>00 employed enough is saved to
purchase a SbU bond. AlIIE11E.—llavo you aeon oar circular 1 II
in the Printing lbtreau.
ready some of the female clerks have eight
not, In- sure ami sen.l lor it. Every family ami peror
nine hundred dollars worth of bonds sonj interested
Tin-: 1 HIST 1- KMAl.t: < I.KKIv
wlio prize Health and Money. Du.
and a pretty large number have from W. VV. IIinilARD, Poultney, Vt.
in tin
Treasury Department was appointed apiece,
mule:- tie- Administration of President Bu- live to ton fifty dollar bonds.
(f J ,A ,l IUI FOH A 1,1,.—Stencil Tool samples
WII.l. TA J.K
-■liaiian.
She was a Mrs. Ridgate, widow
J)lU mailed lree. A..I. Ei.'m.am, (Jin Broadway, .V 1.
I Judge Ridgate. formerly ol the Solicitor's
Although repeated efforts have been made
A IVeeli Malary !—Young men wanted as
tlii-e. and daughter of Win. R. King, Ksq., by the officials to put a stop to the chatter of
local anil travelling salesmen. Address with
vho resided on F street, near Fourteenth. the female
employes, nothing has been ac- stamp 11. II. WALKER, :,1 Park Row, K. V,
Mr Buchanan. <1 iring hi- visits to Washingcomplished toward stopping their tongues
la-lore hi eleclion, boarded with Mrs. during office hours, and all
hopes of break- $5 TO $10 A DAY EASY ENOUGH
Kmg. tie- iiiotlii’r of Mis. Ridgate. and was ing up this practice have long since been
W<- want an Agent, mule or female, in every town, to
wants.
.Junes very friendly toward the family. Af abandoned.
Talk to each other they will, in sell Books which will do good &and everybody
SON. Boston.
for terms, E. P. CROWN
r
election and inauguration Judge Rid- spite of till threats, coaxing and promises. Apply
died, and Mr. liurhanan then appointed Yet as a general thing they are attentive to
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
!
u d-iw to a
clerkship in the Department their business and prompt in their attendance, Prizes cashed and information furnished by GEORGE
in
annual salary of $1,600, which she
CPU AM, Providence, R. I.
‘•now lot i.i ion ?"
'.i-d very acceptably for three or tour years,
has
said
that
a
can
not
Somebody
lady
t. lien she
resigned and married a prominent
R
a
glass without viewing herphysician of this city. This lady was theon- pass at looking
Explained by Practical Men. A new work,
any rate, not one of the manv girls
■*ri*.«* Essay*. ilf. in ib- employ ed in the Department until self;
f»l
three
-.
containing
pages,
leave the office without a parting look in the
lustrated with various kinds of fttnaiiicr*,
dul; I I si; I, when Mrs. Fanny Steele, a
Earn* floilrrs.also other information
istcr-in-law of Hon. (icorge iiarrington, mirror, a Until adjustment of the hut, and a
invaluable to Stock Growers. Sent, post paid,
I». It. fl»ltl.\l>EE, Kant
for go cents.
-n
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, glance at her general appearance, ending by
of the skirts before making tin IKotliai»y, 1. V.
an
-a red an appointment at $50
per month, exitadjustment
to
the street.
tinrecommendation of (ieneral A.

Female

clerkships,

so

eagerly sought

alter

by applications from all parts of the country
r
not easilv obtained, as the force in the
Tii,i out Department and its various Lilreduced to a standard, and
ians lias been
are made except to till va,i-i appointments

233 235

■

237 Washington Si. New York.

50 Cents to $5

Evening, at Home!

_

IOUK

C

T<)

pon

I

*

mibled-i;, oid was insi^ied to duty in
-.aviary- dli -c. She held her position

riir.ii:

the
un-

til the -uninici of I si. i. Mrs. Steele was of a
distinguished family, tier grandfathers being
< "iiiniodore Chase, of
Maryland, and Commodore I’arney. who commanded at the battle of Fdadciisbiirg, in the last war with
II real Britain.

As

a

iu'.usonai.

general thing,

i-

aciw \i: •.xm

n

at.

and

becoming

O OKI N G F 0

at all ages, of

BOTH

Adventure and Sight-Seeing in the
hestitates to say
Land of Montezuma.
that the experiment of employing females in
the Department is an entire success, and in Finely illustrated. All who wish to canvass lor the most
and
attractive
best
book will send for circulars,
the manipulation and counting of fractional &.C., to Columbian selling
W hen no -tar twinkles with its eye of glory,
Book Co., Hartford, Conn.
>n that low mound;
he declares they excel the male
currency
Vud u iiitry storms have with their ruins hoary
clerks, lie strongly urges a classification
Its loneness crowned;
of the female clerks, giving them higher salLIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMW i there he then one versed in misery’s story
aries. Thus far he has promoted three fePANY-, ol Hartford, Conn. Cash Assets,
Pacing it round?
$1,500,000. Grants LIFE and ENfDOH
male clerks in his olliee to first-class clerkIflEIf
Policies of all approved forms.
I: may he si,—hut this is selfish sorrow
ships, at §1,200 per annum. It is his intenAmple security, low rates. Also insures
To ask siieh meed,—
tion to promote others as vacancies occur.
against AC3C11IEVTS causing death or
A weakness and a wickedness to borrow,
Policies written by the
total disability.
He exercises a fatherly care over his emFront hearts that bleed,
year or month, lias paid $700 per day
i he \\ ailing ot to-day, for what to-morrow
and
is
Six
to
them
Yearn
in
benefits to policy-holdfor
ployes,
always disposed give
shall never need.
ers.
a fair chance to show
capacity in their duties ; and from his kind heartedness dislikes
I.a\ me then geully iu my narrow dwelling,
HEALTH AND ECONOMY.
Thou gentle heart;
greatly to dismiss one, unless it be for some
\ i'l though tin bosom should with grief be swell- act
of dishonesty, lie thinks it desirable
ing.
that their ambition should be stimulated by
I .el no tear start;
the prize of promotion.
Itn. re in aiii,—for Time hath 1 mg been knelling—
in regard to their intelligence and capacis.id one, depart!
ty, lie says they will doled a counterfeit
quicker than men. In the expressive language
TREASURY
GIRLS_OF WASHINGTON. of the General, “She can not tell why it is a
counterfeit, because a
Krom tlio Star.]

General Spinner

ILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L.DIX
f failing to cure in less time than anv
other physician, more effectually and
permanently with
less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to all
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ol the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints;
Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad-

STOCK

the trade.

Mini’s rimiisliiii" Goods.

for official duties, though there :ire ol course
many who put on more style than is absoknp in stock many articles not to be found in;
Wholesale Houses, but which are often wanted by j
lutely necessary. The counting of money
for redemption is considered dirty work, dealers fur particular customers. Many of these Good* |
are made to our special order, and are imported by us di- ;
many of the notes being greasy and badly reel from manufacturers or large dealers. Without in-1
of
the
Most
clerks
this
mutilated
tending a regular .Jobbing business, we offer the trade i
having
smaller quantities,
work to perform cover their arms front the anything from our stock, in larger or
INI. VIKW- Ol -IS UI.rAliY titASK.
at fair wholesale prices, specifying the following :
wrist to the elbow with a half-sleeve, and
& Warner’s SHIRTS, DRAWERS. LONG
Cartwright
Iii the latl'-r part of Isiil and early in 18G2,
with neat aprons in front save their dresses II( »SE and II ALE HOSE, in all the different grades.
tiler the beginning of the rebellion, and
Geo. Brettle & Co’s heavy and medium SILK SHIRTS !
from being soiled, and always present a neat and DRAWERS.
mi
tr 'p began to occupy Southern territoSCOTCH LAMB’S WOOL SHIRTS AND DRAW
r.. many
faniilie- eaine to this city having appearance.
ERS.
FRENCH FANCY SHIRTINGS-Percales and Crein. mi-an- of
su]ijiorl. Secretary Chase, who
tonnes.
then presided over the l'reasnry Department
Tin: Smrn.ANt) Puny. Col.T. II. Thorpe,
l*ari« Mtitilieil and Enilnoitlereil SHIRT
ippointed several females to position therein in Appleton’s Journal discourses on the nat- FRONTS.
Welch, Margetson & Co.’s Best Black EG LINTON
■t- <-■ ij>y it- and
counters, who came highly
We extract the TIES.
.iiimcndcd, and were no doubt very de- ural history of the Shetland.
Very Rich FANCY SCARFS and TIES.
Eitinl CtluieN and Jlitfciis; many styles of
Mr. Cliase did not favor the ap- following pleasant reminiscences:
lving
llrii ing: €-lov«*s ; English Ciirdigaii JatketM.
intin.*iit of females in the Department, but
“Dan llice, the showman,’' who has prob- Meotrh Hliawh. Ihiglnli Collars.
ii i lie was compelled to do so on the score
IIan<1 k<>reliicf*, llallM iggan Half
surpassed all “professionals" in his day er»,Silk
ably
Huso. f all Ciloveit, Ac., Ac.
-.f charity and to save many from absolute in
representatives of the genus
training
want.
This seems to have been the inauguequine, including horses, asses, mules and
ration on a promiscuous scale of the appoint- zebras, has a
very exalted opinion of the
in' nt
of female cb-rks and counters, and merits of the Shetland
pony. At one time Made to our special ord*T—tli« hrst English Walk-hire, that time the system lias been well In possessed a remarkably ine one, which in”- klove.
We are also constantly supplied with Fisk, Clark &
:-■ ted and
was so small that he used to bring it into the Flagg’s PATENT PAN 1'ALOON DRAWERS, in .lean,
fully established.
Cotton Flannel, and white and scarlet Flannel in all
arms.
This
a most taking inin
his
was
N'.u KMtmovi-ai.
ring
inch in scam.
sizes, j? to Jtl inch waist and ‘-17 to
i'heie are now employed in the Depart-' cident. with the juveniles, and they expressed
tfc
Howins
Hollis,
their
hands
their
and
feeling by clapping
tiny
in- lit. exclusive
of the lYinling Bureau, beBM) Washington. cor. IBroinficlil Mireet.
giving utterance to shouts of admiration.
tween --ix and seven hundred
H O ft T O A
females,tminly Some
boys of our acquaintance had a Shetin the Treasurer's Internal Revenue, Regisafforded an infinite sight
ter' and Secretary’s olliees of the Comptroll- land pony, which
of hearty, healthy amusement, by draggingja
er of tie- ( iiri-. iicy and Third,Fourth and Fifth
l lic I’rinting Bureau employs be- little wagon along a country road. The funAuditor
I ween live and six hundred, exclusive of loving pet evidently enjoyed the excitement
tie. e above mentioned
Those first employ- quite as much as his more intelligent friends.
ed were assigned to duty as clippers of the So long as lie was treated fairly he would,
after his fashion, do honest work ; but if overmargins of notes and fractional currency,
bill upon trial it. was found that the delicacy loaded he expressed his indignation by vigof their touch better litted them to count coup- orously hammering his heels against the
ot
the wagon.
Having once
ons and fractional currency, and in this class dashboard
OYY.XJ'T’XiOlXr^
his fool in a bridge lloor which lie was
ot work they are apt to surpass the male tell- caught
Should occasion require yon to purchase
erS.mie are good accountants, and rap- often obliged to cross, lie would never after
B. A. Fahnestock’s YVrmifuge, he particu
that voluntarily tread upon what he presumJuris can fnl to see that the initials arc H.
idl\ run up leiigthly columns of figures.
A. This istlie article that has been so
ed to he treacherous ground.
His biped
'min: uuties.
companions effected a satisfactory comFavorably Known Since 1829,
1’ 1 u• diitii
ol tlie female <‘in|iloyes in the
promise on the occasions by “unhitching”
And purchasers must insist on having’ it
I »< iuii’tnn-iiI are as multifarious as those of and placing the pony in the wagon. Thus
if they do not wish to have an imitation
tin- sterner ~e\.
forced upon them.
Copying, making entries disposed of, lie was dragged over the treachin reenrils, writing letters, counting money. erous
bridge and tackled upon the opposite llfllll'KN or I,K( COKRIKIM
A
their principal duties—a larger side.
requires lor
are
▼ V its cure llunt€%r’N ('ferine Ntreii^tlieuer,
iie.mher probably being employed in the
Some oi beech's host pictures <>i tiic bng- Price refunded if it lails. Jt will greatly benefit, the
most aggravated cases.
latter service than in any other branch. The lish
Sent, carefully packed, post
watering places arc made up of stout paid,
to any address by mailing $1.25 to us at our risk.
ladies fin- the most part do their work satisthe
and
Shetland,
GEO. TliUM & CO., 102 Broome Street, New York,
good-natured
people rilling
faetorily.and their handwriting is distinguish- the contrast is often irresistibly droll and also for sale by lirst-class Druggists.
ed for legibility and neatness.
In the Treas- grotesque, llis appearance and size make
l» UI lt hN. A victim of early indiscreurer's office it lias nlten been remarked that him a
great favorite ot children. They symtion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
the remittances of mutilated currency from
pathize with what seems juvenile, and little- a&c., having tried in vain every advertised remedy, has
the Assistant Treasurer’s office at Philadel- ness is their first
means of self-cure, which he will send free to
impression of a want of hissimple
fellow-sutferers. Address J. H. TUTTLE, 78 Nassau
phia, where female counters are employed, maturity. Hut the affection bestowed is fully at. New
York.
come in neater packages with less mistakes
appreciated by the pony, for he makes great
in e.units, and less counterfeits than iroin distinctions in their favor, will allow himself
WEAH1EM, how to treat and
cure it.
Pamphlet, sent free. Address Du. II. C.
other offices where male clerks exclusively to be caressed by them, to be hauled about,
NEWELL & CO., Hartford, Conn.
In the Internal Revenue Bu- to be overloaded ( if such a
are employed.
thing is possible,)
All of which will be intellireau, Register’s, Comptroller of the Currency, or overworked.
Secretary’s, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Audi- gently protested against, if coming from Manhood: How Lost, How Restored
tor’s offices, a large number of females are elderly persons; and in his
•lust published, a new edition of Itr.
dealings with all
€ulveru«ir« €>l«»l»rate«l
employed as clerks, some of whom are very ages, he always judges between intentional
j
on the radical cure (without
medicine) of!
notably expeditious in their work, and as and accidental annoyances. His memory is
Spermatorrhea, or Seminal Weakness,
a whole they seem
to compare favorably so
good that he never forgets a kindness; Involuntary Seminal Losses, 1 mpotkncy, Mental and
with the male clerks.
but his resentments are only displayed by Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.; also, Consumption, Epii.kpsv, and Fits, induced by
COUNTING FRACTIONAL CURRENCV.
avoiding, as far as possible, persons and self-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
his
mind
in
with unpleasant
tj&-Price, in a sealed envelope, only C cents.
Tli" work of counting mutilated fractional places connected
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
liosa lionheur, while in Scot- demonstrates
associations,
from a thirty years’ successful practice,
currency and legal-tenders received for reShetland pony which is in- that the alarming consequences of self-abuse may be
demotion from all parts of the country, is land, painted one
cured
without the dangerous use of internal
in outline, but, by some strange radically
done entirely by females. In
medicine or the
of the knife; pointing out a
counting the comparable
of the creature’s real charac- mode ot cure at application
once simple, certain, and effectual,
by
currency they excel the male clerks, as they misconception
means ol which every sufferer, no matter what his conto
him
she
has
made
endeavoring
pull dition
are quicker and their
lingers more pliable, ter, from the
cure himself cheaply, privately, and
may
be,
may
of
a
lad
“wild
companionship
radically.
enabling them to run over a package with away
4£pThis Lecture should be in the hands of every youth
In counting legalGenders as the heather,” and less docile, probably,
great rapidity.
If
there
were the and every man in the land.
itself.
than
the
animal
are
not
they
equal to the male clerks, as
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
their
slightest leaven of humor in the nature of postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post stamps.
Also, Dr. CulverwcH’s “Marriage Guide,” price 25
the painter of the “Horse Fair,” she would
llANOS ARE NOT LARGE ENOUGH
cents.
have given us the Shetland pony in his norAddress the Publishers,
to grasp the bundles and
CHAS. .J. (
KLINE & CO.,
separate the [notes mal condition—that of good nature and soci127 llouery.Ien York, Post Otlice Box 4,.VtO.
quickly. The redemption division has 177 ability.
iyrs
lemale employed in counting money, some
of whom count as many as eighteen or twen“So we go,—so little knowing what wc
ty thousand notes during the six hours from touch and what touches us as wc talk! We
ANTED !
nine to three. About $20,000,000 a month drop out a common piece of news,—‘Mr. SoAn Agent in every town in Maine to sell the
are counted in this division, assorted,
packed, and-so is dead,— Mr. Such-a-one is married,
recorded, &e. Kaeli clear]; receives one or more —such a ship has sailed,’—and lo, on our
packages to count in the morning, for which right hand or our left, some heart has sunkshe gives a receipt, and in the evening returns under the news silently—gone down in the
S. A. BLACK, k Cl)., Ufii'l
it, but is compelled to promptly report any great ocean of Fate, without even a bubble
error immediately upon its discovery.
lo tell its drowning pang.
And
this—For State of Maine.
rising
The final count of all coupons, legal-tend Hod help us!—is what we call
2mos8
living!”
Belfast, Ale.,

WE

SEXES,

SINGLE OR MARRIED.

i,. Dix’s
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 finilieott Street, lloidon, Xla#*.
is so arranged that
patients never see or hear each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Wo. 21, hav
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no

J§&S

am.

family interruption,
hesitate applying at

so that on
his ofllce.

no

account

can

any person

DR. DIX

boldly assci'ts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that he
13

THK

ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

TWENTY YEARS

wei*

engaged

in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
known to many Citizens, Publishers,
Merchants, Hole
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
more
numerous in Boston than in other laree
quacks,
To

DR, D1 X
refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many ol whom consult him in critical cases, because ol
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through

proudly

WORKS

UNITED

STATES

long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in
being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false prontisis,
aud pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little ot the nafure and character of Special
so

Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ot institutions or Colleges, which never exist* *1
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas of tl
Dead, bow obtained, unknown; not only assuming amt
.■

oft he ancient belief of Its
curing everything,” but now
known to “kill more than is cured,” and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mickcuky, aud
gives it
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c\, so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is said ol
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until relieved or cured, if posssiblc, by competent physicians.
HUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the loregoing facts arc known to
some quack doclois and nostrum makers, yet, regard less
ol the life and health ol others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving

mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual lee ’may he obtained lor
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or traction of it,”
may be obtained fur the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for
experiments with quackery.

Dlt. Dl.VS

The London Slreetl Glove,

insure

an

^TtO THE LADIES.
The celebrated DU. I., DIX
X particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Endicott. St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this country and Europe,) that he excels all other known practitioners in the safe, speedy and ellectual treatment of all

female complaints.
liis medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
discharges which flow from a morbid state ol the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at
UTo. *£1 Emlieott Street, IB<»*t«n*
All letters requiring advice must e.Mitain Mie-lolbr to
insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1 Jx7<> lyr

Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston!
Through by

Sloamor

Railroad,

anti

-STK.VM Kit-

Oity of'Riclimoncl

Cain. WJI. K. itEA lt'ISO?.
F I’ll 110 STKAMIOR CUT OK RICHMOND,
having
A been put in '■oinplete order tlie past winter, is now
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Portland and landings on the Penobscot River and Hay,
leaving Portland every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at lo o’clock, P. M.,or on the arrival of the Kxpress
Train (rent lloston.
Leaving Helfast on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at it o’clock.
will
be
ticketed
Passengers
through to boston and :ti 1
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
The Richmond is oneol the strongest and safest boats
over built, of remarkable speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will lie taken to
Insure their comfort and safety,
iicllast, April 27, Is70.
tl 12
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MAIDEN

MANUFACTURERS

NEW

LANE,

YORK.

WATCHES, PENDANT WINDERS

NICR 1,1, AM)

I50TII

FROST) ))

AND KEY WINDERS.

MOYFMl NT'S.

The finer griulea all having three pairs Conical l*ivotN, Cap Jenelpd, In Cn<»1«1 Netting-*. and a. eurately adjusted to //-.,</
44
,mtj ftl
in the cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT LINK Kseapement, with Kxpose 1 Pallet Jewels, ami Hardened and letup.red II.ir Spring* and for on late imi>rov<
STKM WINDING mechanism we el aim a .S’ I'll l-'. AC 77/, .S/.1//7./('/'/'), ami .s'.l/ob 77/A A.'.S.S hitherto uuat tai ned in my other manufacture, at lunii.
(Constantly on hand, lull lines, nil sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Kepaaters, Imt.p.nd, nt
\
split nd i- ;, ba» k
three dill.Tent tun.-s, lor timing horses, Artillerymen. &e,
fccTPriee List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally. P.owar* ol worth!.imir.it i(,n
u itli w hit h the r. a
flooded, I nsis on a certificate of genuineness from those ot whom you purchase, and see that the words, M a ruin N .1,,
n: i\
,u
llU(ii
barrel. All others are spuriou

in-abroad
14|,.i*

■

Wholesale Rooms. 13 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK.
And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street,

Chicago,

111.

IION. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
mannfar! invd bv I'nii.-d
(Il^WATnr No. losd, S.oin Winder-bearing Trad»-Mark, Frederic Atherton A Co., Marion, N.
be*n carried bv me from 1 Veember, lsr.s, t. > damnify 171!;, 1*70: it*; total variation being only tu'n s><->
in tin* cut in- tiin**.

\Vut*-!*

state*.

F. F. < iiitii mh n, Fate FVf'Mer F s Tn
«•!». I I, is. U.
liTU A IN.
Watch No. 1121 -bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
Watch <’<>., has been carried
by me .six monthFayette lal
Watch No. \iiil7—bearing Trade .Mark,
Atherton ft Co.,” manufactured by the 1'. S. Watch Co.
variation from meantime being
only eight
has been carried by me seven months; its total variation Stratton, Marion, IN'. .J." manufactured by F. S. Wuteh per month. Have been
travelling through differ.
from meantime being only s >; seconds. A. I,. 1‘FNNIS, tii., has been earned by me !J months; its total varia- turn of tin- country, from New York to
(iulvaston
tion from mean time being fifteen seconds.
President N. J. It. It. & T. (To.
as, and back, by steamer ami railroad.
1
Kl< I
I. YKOOMAN. KngineerN. \.(J. & 11. If.
Wa tch No. 1125, Stem Winder -bearing Trade-Mark,
I W bitm
&,
i?y
y
like,
N >
Itrondway,
Watch No. 10d7 Stem Winder- bearing 1 rade .Mark,
Frederic Atherton ft Co., Marion, N. d.,” manufactured
1
Sr
m:i u v
manutaetneN.
Frederic
Atherton
ft
Feb.
Marion,
J.,”
go. J-1’enn.,
(Jo.,
by I’niied States Watch Co., has been carried by me
U
ai<
it
117*.
No.
bearing Trade-Mark,
Kh
H months; ti months ot that time aL sea, and in all ihe ed by t S. Watch Co., lias been carried by me -ince Atln Hon x t
Marion, N. .1.,” manufactured b> l
various climates of Kurope. During that time and since .June. lMi: ; in total variation lrom mean time being onUatch
... lias
been carried by me the three n,
IIF.NKY SMITH
ly live seconds i»er month.
my return it has not varied one second p« r week,
its t«*t;il variation from mein time
Treas. I’anama K. If., s> Wall Stre. t.
being only ..
11. PASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Lite Insurl
during that time H. I * hi I AMY, engineer 1* & 1 n
Watch No. 1 To 1 _* bearing Trade-Mark,
ance Co,, nil Itroadway. N. V.
l
tet.d
.1
manufactured
Wa
r«
h
Watch
N,
Co., Marion,
by
No. I !•*."»
,"
I Tic A, N. \
earing Trade-Mark, '• b'r.
Feb. 15, lxcJ.
lo* montleAtherton \
..., Mai ion. N..I.,’ mauulact ured by *
Watch No. 105S, Stem \\ imler bearing 'I’rade-Mark, States Watch Co., has been carried by me
twelve
mean
time being only
\\ uteh Ho., lias b* en carried
“Frederic Atherton ft Co.. Marion,
inunufnctur- .'s total variation from
hy me eleven mom
(iFO. LOV1S, Ceneral Fastern l'assenger total variation trom no an time b, ing
ed by IT. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty seconds.
only -.-w n
in tin- entire time.
a. II. MM,, : Turk Place ,x
months; its total variatioa from meantime being jiVc Agent, Toldo, Wabash ft Western Railway.
Fred, rie Vice- l'res’t Id.i-tic Cone Soring
Wa ivii No. 1‘j.v.i—bearing Trade-Mark,
seconds per month.
/. C. PK110ST,
Cu.N.J.Cm
(
Atherson ft Co., Marion, N..).,M manufactured by F. S. and It. ’•>.
Asst
N, V. (
ft li. li. It.
New York, dan. 17, 1*70.

■
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Supt.

i

iyi:i!

Sale

or

C. xiLRVEY, Watchmaker and

by

THE EXCELSIOR

Phthisic!

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

LEWIS’

—OF

NEW'
\

«*.

VOltK

Presidon?.
hmoral A

<

(iiaki.k A Us 11>
til U I ON !•'< IS n.K,
Fitt:n CrsiiMAN,
CEO. Mayo,
UitKD Pria ii 1:1:,

ip*nt, South ttrook-

M

j

I
;•

Spe. ial Agents.

|

)

Unfaiimj Eye Preservers.

LAZARUS A MORRIS’
k 1, l '. ii u a t !•: i>

Perfected

Independent

Line

Spectacles

and F ) F (f LA FFFF.

Spring Arrangements for 1870.

S. UICII, will make three trip* per week
Leaving Belfast every MONDAY and WJODNLNDAY
and FRIDAY, at 2 o’clock 1*. M.
Returning—leaves Boston every MONDAY.W KDNLSDAY and FRI DA Y at r. o’clock !\ M.
Freight Liken
at Summer rates. All Freight must be
accompanied by
Steamers
June

—

.8. €1.

20,1870.

tl

A First Class Investment.

attention of persons making investment ot
money is called to the above very desirable seeurit v
Die Bonds run lor twenty years, at six per cent, inti rest in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed ol the
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thou-aml
dollars. Die whole amount ot these bonds to be issued
is limited to one hundred and titty thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certificate ot one of the trustees
that it is a portion of the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present a
better or safer security.
These bonds are now offered for Bale on liber.il terms.
\\
I OOLBl BN, Treasurer.
Apply to
Belfast dline 1. ls?o,
l.'tf

npiJM
A

:s

TRUNKS!
In

NTEtMMIIIP

Oupt. T. K. SI1UTK,
regular trip* between Bangor ami

Boston, leaving Battery wharl Boston, THURSDAY.
ABRIL?, 1870, touching at Belfast, Sandy Point, Bucks
port, Winterport and Bangor. Freight und passengers
taken at reasonable rates.
8. 8. LKWIS &
Belfast, April 6 1870.

tf50

I'll I* 'FLFs

$1.00,

l*i'0|»ri«*t«»r,

llelfait, Maine,
i

«
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\

TO FEMALES IN DELICATE

HEALTH.

THE DIAMOND GLASSES

DIE

DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Emtio!t
si reel, Boston, is consu Ited tlaily tor ail disease- Jneiden
I

j

I

*»

O',

f. male

111.

FroJapsu’-J

t

uri

or

J aili

:i:r

>1

ot diseases ot women than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may u i-h
to stay in Boston a tew d.i\ under his (r. atinent.
Dr. Dow, since IMd, having eonlim d his whole alien
tiou to an otlice practice tor the eure ot Private Disea .. <
and l'Vmale Complaints, acknowledges no supt rior in
lie* Foiled states.
iN.B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or tlo
will no', be answered.
(Hike hours from S A. m.
r. ,\;.
l.s7o,
3 \ :j
Boston, .July

*.
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human eye
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on

account

their hardm

,,|

—

On

w hiclt they arc con
met, ,t brings tin- core or
eut
t he lens dit ect ly in I rout ol the «y,
produei ng u
i distinct vision, as in tin- iiaturaU
healthy sight
preventing ail unpleasant .-en-ation^. -uch as glim:
mg and wavering «d -ight, tli//im
\e., peculiar
ot hers in use.

Mounted in the Finest Manner,

are

In frames of the best *pulity, of all materials
that purpo-,
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can
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Jeweler and Optician,
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NINISII AND DURABILITY

Maine.

I-ram whom

AMERICAN

help

in

!•:

O'Hii-1. May W,

V

Tlio Seiontilie Principle

liliiiiu Sail,
l.it**r|»iM»l
B< ll'a.-d
V cargo
etle .-liesp
Simpson's W hai
sulwi-i-ilii-1.
fur

Ni

>l

Salt for Sale.
l.

CO

&

PERFECT

AttiiU i.il

1

of

|.v

.m

A T / .-lit

Belfast,

Hi

are ground under their own
supervision, :
iw -dal Pebbles, tm lted together, and dem

j hrilliancy,

UI-'l’ICI-:, HAYKOUIt ISI.OCK,
:

I

SPEMCER

t

They
)

\«

I*i' li iii- Row icleri >i to ttie )'utilie, are
prouou m
all the i-elet.rat-. .1 t >pti. iim,
nlr \\ ,,, |,j lu •„

x

VOUXHEU.F.R (0 AVroil.Xl■

Nl I

1

Womb, Fluor Alims, Suppr* smou, and other M< a :m:.
Derangements, are all treated on new palhol..gi. d
prineiples, and Hju-iMy relief guaranteed in a very tew
days. So invariably certain is the new mode ot treat
no id, that most obstinate complaints
yield under it,
and the altlicted person soon rejoices in peril ct health!
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the

he ohi tiit. il,
at my price.

ll.tln.
Hu-j.- g
t >

I

GET THE BEST.

BELFAST.

It ii * It * t rxculiite Hair !§»«-, long tit.I i..,
thlv known to the public, -tan. Is peer I--s and unriv ti,
It is the best. 111 i • k -f
heap.'st. tb. most unt ura I, du
tide, harmless and etleclu il llaii Uvoiuthe wo. Id
'• > lor:, hair or whiskers |? ,,w ii oi Black instant an. .o,
tnd gives them a p< rle.-t l> natural app.-trance and iitiemhd wit!t any iiijuriouil.
t.
Kcguhir j ».-k
.villi brush ami sponge complete mlv si
,\<>
m
iOODWIN .N CO. Solo I. -.'I il> uggi-t
>

J. C. ROBBINS informs his friends ami j
the

public that be lias liaised the abov* Wi ll
known establishment, where bo oil is in:.i
Laiunieiit .0 the travelling public,
lie will thorough renovate the house make
improvements and every way conform to modern needs,
liic table will be supplied with all the delicacies that
can be
procured,and special attention gi\ en te order am!
neatness in the sleeping apartments.
All the stages leaving the city take their departure
front this house. Coaches run regularly to the boat-,
and guests conveyed t.» any part ot * It. city or
u n 11 \.
till
Belfast, May lo, lrsro.

Ayer’s

\

For Mt. Desert & Machias.
SUM M KU A It 1: AN<; K.M l-.NT.

TWO TRIP s

Ip

er

week.

Dt TON( O

order to avail themselves ot
>

GOLDEN

THUISTHLS
In

:tll

Varieties and
IN

fllF.

CITY

Styles,

OF

BF.I.FAST, the west side of Fhenlx. Bow,
Straw Factory.

over

Black’s

These Trunks are offered to the public at wholesale or
ret lil, and as cheap as they can he purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.
llEP

lIRnr^ HOME.
NY. 1\ 1U BBILL, tk CO.

tH2

Belfast, April 20, 1870.

WISTON,

C1FAS, l>KKItlN(i, Master.
WFF.I. leave

Kailrosui Wharf.

toot of State street, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday
evenings at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of Express train
from Boston, for Machiusport; touching at Rockland,
Jastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Alt. Desert, Millbridge and

named landings; arriving in Poitland same night.
For further information inquire of
ROSS & STUDIVANT, 170 Commercial St.
or, CYRUS STUDIYAN'l, (Jcn’l Agent.
4 itf

HALLS & COOPER,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumber, Cement, Lime, NuiiiI anal
IIair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a conM, R. COOPER.
tinuance of the same.
Belfast. Feb. 16 1870.
tf32

Savings Bank-

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT.

“A penny saved

is a penny earned.”

made on or bi-foro (lie 1st of any month,
will be
every month, (except
upon
Hiteuest computed upon the
in
and
same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Bunking Room, from 9
to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P. M. Saturdays from *» to 12 A.M
ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
JOHN II. GU1MBY, Treas.
til
Belfast, July 13,1870.

its natural

Appetite,

Mental Depression, Tain iii tho Back and
Limbs, Tain in the Loins, Bearing-down Tains, Talpita
the
tton ot
Heart, Kctained, Kxeesstve, Irregular or
Tatntul Menstruation, Kush of ltlood to Head, Dizziness,
Dimness of Sight, Fatigue on any slight exertion, and
particularly that most annoying, weakening ailment
common among Females, both married and
Leucorrluea or Whites. Females in every period ot lif.
will find Duponco’s Tills a remedy to aid nature in the
discharge of its functions. They invigorate the <!< bilitat
ed and delicate, and by regulating and
strengthening the
system, prepares the youthful constitution tor the duti.
of life, and when taken by those in middle life or old
age they prove a ported blessing. There is nothing in
the pills that can do injury to life or health. Sale in
their operation,
in their happy influences m.nn
the Nerves, the Mind and the entire organization.
II. IIOI! E, fl*ro|»ri««tor. .V 1
AI.VAII Ll'l TLF.Ft FLD, Boston, Agent, N. F. states.
1-adies by enclosing $1 by mail will have the Tills sent
confidentially to anv address.
i;mos-r~
MM.II 111 ALL lilt I Lj<;iNTM.
o

single,'the

RAO(-

SYRUP/A(«oi “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the glass
A 32 page pamphlet#sent, free.
J. P. DiNsaoitic
Proprietor, 30 Dey St!;-New York.
Sold.by all-Druggists.

B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Storehouses and Wharf of II.,I. AN,I it., are now opening an entire new stock,
in part of the following articles.

consisting
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE
RIO
FLOUR, COFFEE
HAVANA
JAPAN TEA
PORK,
ST. JAGO
BEEF,
OOLONG
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICKS, SALT, OATS, FISH, &<
A lull anti complete assortment of Groceries, which we
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will

prices satisfactory.

WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
111-j

A ili < — in:; win. 1,
i ; ill mil'.' lluivi'iilile,
I ■.': 1 i 111 \ mill 11. < 111 11
tinit:
jire.sen ing
li.iir.
/' ah '/.>(•,/
/urnr> *!■>'
I" it ;
•!;/()( (/
1
ll'it/l //)■'
s
■

/'•' htl<
l'liin

ooiJNi ia
Tin: I AIM I1 (KM T,
Is a substitute lor the water closet or common privy,
ami may be used as a moveable commode, or by appara
to £ P‘, according to the
tus foriixed closets. Prices,
kind required. Among Us advantages are
1. Complete deodorizaiion from the motm nt ot applying to the earth.
\>% The placing within reach ot all, rich ami poor, in
town and in the country, a simple means for providing,
in thehouite, a comfortable private closet.
One barrel ot earth is sutlient lor tour months used b>
one

person.

Mnnl fur
1 yr 11

l,

i~ lIn. !>
Plied, iallinp hail « hooked, and led
In.t
UPSs often. lliouph
rim I
nlyvay
liv its use.
Nothin:; i.iii lelme |hhail' where till’ lolln les are dost t.-s od.
or the pla ml s atrophied
and d. .aw I
Hut siieli as remain can he myed i-n
In
.1
usefulness lie this tipple alien.
d
ol fotilinp the hair u ith
pa u
I \
11tin nt. it will keep it
elean
.!
11 oeeasional Use will pi.
linn
olt and
li.mi tiirniun pray
I
ormsoquently prevent I ..Id:,.
from those deleterious .Mthslmn
win Is
make some preparation- damn lolls mi l
injiiriou to the hair, tin \ >n inn
only hen -til hut not halm it.
ll v.iuil.d
merely for a
lmir

■

HAIR

AND

NOTICE.

WILLIAM
Stores,
DERSON,

T 0 W N

Hair to

Vitality and Color

PILL.,

F O It

Belfast, May 1, 1S$9;

restoring Gray

infallible in correcting irregularities, and removing obstructions ot the monthly periods.
It is over forty
these now so well known pills were first
years since
brought to notice by l)r. Duponco. ol Taris, during
which time
they have been extensively and successful!}
used by some of the leading physicians, with uujuirallef
-il success. Ladies in poor health, either married or
single, sullering from any ot the Complaints peculiar to
Females, will liud the Duponco Holden Tills invaluable,
>i
viz., Heneral Debility, Headache, Faintness, Lo.-

-S

make

For

S

perpetual

Conesport,
Returning will leave Muchiasport every Monday and
Thursday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above

R. COOPER is still at the old stand of

Hair vigor,

FAC I LITM '.S,

MTRAMEK

I. ]:

j

CO,

Have commenced tin* Manufacture of

SON, Agents.
tf.'iO

TRUNKS!!
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May

Mail

A Card to tho Ladies.
WM. P.

PROFELLOR LINE.

Belfast

It !

< <<

DKO. <•:. \YKI.:.S, Agent.

commence her

By

fi.KH IN,

9gr~For Sale at 'ALVIN II FUN KY’S, Agent, Belfast.
ttt>
JAMKS K.MKli Y .Jeweler, Buck: port.

Receipts.

It\V4.0IE & IIOSTON.

tt ill

IS

Buy

PATENTED, May is, lsM.

ire not

BOSTON & LOWELL.

C<ipt. II.

Von Sid NT

Rollovos

Price ; 5 ets.

11-

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

FOR

Cannot

Money

cure

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

<;

Jowollor, BELFAST

tin most Distressing cases ot Phthisic in a lew minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lung:
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain,

(i.'l WilEi;aiu Street.

‘ITS Company issues all kinds of Life and I'mlow
ment Insurance Policies.
JOspecial attention
called to a new provis:on, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which alter the payment id tiw nr
more annual premiums, they may be converted into Annuities.
This provision is i .1 addition to the ordinary non-forfeiting character ot die Policies ot this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profit- ot
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, lor tinpayment ot renewal premiums,
Dividends applied it the option ot the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in tin* United
States or Kurope.
SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

J. I. WATTS,

Phthisic ?

INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

Always

—

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R, R,

SANFORD’S

Machine ! DEPOSITSplaced interest
November) and
Agents.

AND ,JORDERS

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

““=■

a!

'yy

Sowing

COMPANY

GILES, WALES & CO.,

answer.

Address Du. L. Dix,No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mass.
Boston .Jan. I iHi'u 1 r

SEJII1TAL

Gold Modal

WATCH

.,

Charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
Confidential, ami ail may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ot t u
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to

..

AVOJ

THE

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,

—

—-

OF

(GILTS, WALES & CO. MARION, N. J.

advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to turthor their imposition assume names of other c<T
bvrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKKRS,
through false certificates and references, and recommend
ations ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects of different herbs and
piauts
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts,
Specifics
&c., most of which, if not ail, contain Mercury, because
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